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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUNDS
To understand and properly to gauge Bishop England's

~itings

on Church-8tate relations it is necessary to understand the
religious scene in America and the civil status of the American
Church .s England round them upon his arrival in Charleston on
December 27, 1820.

In turn, the relig10us scene 1n America and

particularly the civil status of the American Church of 1820 are
best appreciated when seen as the cula1nation of f1fty years or
momentous changes which had begun around 1770, with the first
murmurs of the approaching conflict of the 'American colonies with
Great Britain.
Thi. treatment of ba,ckgrounds will center upon three points:
(1) the fluctuating status ot American CatholiCism through the
period, 1770-1820, which il the key to the Catho11c mentality and
needs of 1820; (2) a brief survey of the advent ot legal toleratton and of legal separatton, which, w.nile shedding light upon
the changing status ot Catholicism during the period in question,
will also acquaint us with the whole trend in which England was
to be caught up, the menta11ty he was to study, and the tradition
1

2

to which he wouln attempt to reconcile Catholicism; (3) the views
of two major American Catholic churchmen who attempted a Catholic
approach to the problem of Church-8tate relations prior to the
work of Bishop England, views w.h1ch will serve as a measure ot
Bishop England's achievement and stature.
"The Roman Catholics in what is now the United States were,
generally speaking, badly treated prior to the Revolution." 1 At
the beginning of the revolutionary era Catholicism he.d legal title
to exist and funotion only in the colonie s of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Delaware.

2

The Catholics scattered through the rest

of the colonies may have enjoyed periods of local, popular
toleranee, but such periods were apt to end abruptly with strict
enforcement of the anti-Catholic statutes still u.nrepealed.

Even

in the colontes in 'Which Catholicism was tolerated by law the
situation was sometimes very unsatiSfactory in actual practice,
the future never certain.
The depressed status of American Catholtcism at th1s time is
echoed in the timidity which Catholics exhibited on
occasion in the years just preceding the Hevolutton.

mor~

than one

In 1763,

for instance, Bishop Richard Challoner, the Vicar ApostoliC of the
lAnson Phelps Stokes, Qhurch Ana Stat~ jn 1b! Un1ted Statel
(New York, 19;0), I, 787.
2Sister Augustina RaYl AmeriCan Qp1RiOD of R9m@O Qatho.1cism

in the Eighteenth CenturY New York, 193 ), 375.

3
London District, unoer whose jurisdiction American Catholics had
been placed, wrote to Rome suggesting tha.t since Canada was now
British, "the Bishop of Quebec might, with the consent of our
oourt, have his jurisdiotion extended by the Holy See to all the
English oolonies • • • in.America.,,3

This suggestion brought the

protest of 2,0 colonial Catholic laymen known as the Laity Remonstrance, in which, 'atter pointing out that none of the British
colonies had ever even had a Protestant bishop, they asked rather
pathetically:

"Would not our setting the first example of that

kind appear very bold and presuming, if not also even dareing and
insulting • •

.1"

4

The same year Charles Carroll of Annapolis,

describing for Bishop Challoner the opposition to the projected
erection of an Anglioan bishopric in the oolonies, asked, "If
such is the aversion of Protestants to a Protestant bishop, with
what an eye will they look upon an ApostoliC Vicar • • • 1"' Even
though living in a oolon7 which tolerated Catholics by law
Father Farmer found it necessary to warn Bishop Briand of Quebec
in 1773 against undertaking a proposed visitation of the colonies
on the grounds that such a visit would fflead to riots and cause
the Catholios • • • to lose what little privilege they enjoyed
3Stokes, I, 787.
4Quoted
'Quoted

1lU4.
lR1£.,

I, 788.

4

here and there • • •
The approaching break with England, far from bringing any
immediate amelioration to Catholics, actually worsened their condttion for the time being.

When the terms of the Quebec Act be-

came known in the colonies, the outburst against the granting of
legal toleration to Catholicism in Canada matched the fury which
the colonists displayed at the extension of the boundaries of
Quebeo Province.

This "concession to Popery" beoame one of the
religious motivations w.bich helped launoh the Revolution. 7 It was

denounced in the various colonial addresses to the King and to the
people of Great Britain, and even found its way into a revolutionary state constitution.

When the First Continental Congress

dispatched the two Carrolls on the mtssion to Canada" to
explain ••• our desire • • • to share the'b1essings of civil and
religious liberty," much of the

coo~ss

was greeted by the Canadians was due

to

with which this overture
the violence of the

American outbursts against toleration for Catholics in Canada.

8

6,. J. Zwierlein, "The Catholic Contribution to Liberty in
the United states," Ufited St,teA Catholls Historica~ Societx,
Hesors; and StudieJh
( 1921 , 116 •.
7Ray BIllington, Ill!. Protestant crysade ~-~ (New York,
1938), 16. Also see Evarts B. Greene, ~ellg!on and th, St~te in
+meri S
~ Making iDS Testing Q! An American Tradition New
ork! ~1~73. The state constItution referren to is the South
Caro ina constitution of 1776. Stokes, I, 432.

!:

8s1ster Augustlna, 31;-321.

Justified though the Canadian reaction wes, actually the
Address to the Inhabitants 2! Qanada, with its offer of universal
religious toleration, marks the beginning ot a ohange in Amerioan
thinking on Catholicism
America.

Through the

ano tn the position of Catholicism in
early years of the war, it is true, patriot

leaders and the patriot press continued to lean heavily upon antiCatholic feeling to inflame hostility toward Great Britain, with
the charge that the King vas in league with the Pope to destroy
the religious and civil liberties of the American colonies. 9
"Except for Franklin, Jefferson and Washington, few colonial
leaders tailed to denounce Catholics more or less strongly at one
10 However, Washington and other colonial
time or another."
leaders worked with increaSing success to check, tor dip1omati.
reasons, tne spread ot anti-Catholic sentiment.

Through Washing-

ton's orders the oe1ebration ot Pope::D.y, which had spread far and
wide in the wake of the Quebec Act, ceased to

be

observed after

177;.11
As the War progressed the critical position of Catholics
improved, due partly to the need for internal unity which the
colonial leaders felt, but mainly to the neeessity of winning the

9lJ11d., 333-338.
/
lOStokes, I, 786.
llBil11ngton, 19.

6

8UP90rt of Catholic France and Spain.

12

brought an abrupt change for the better.

The Treaty of 1778
~ow

the Tory press took

up the nno-Popery" cry in a vatn attempt to discredtt the Freneh
alliance, just as the patriot press had earlier used the same
tactic.

However, "the patriots retused to be duped • • • and for

the duration • • • remained mute, if not actually more tolerant
• • • • "13 This change of hoart, originating in the exigencies
of the war, endured atter the end of hostilities for several
reasons.

The war had afforded American Protestants an opportunity

to become acquainted with representative Catholics.

The experi-

ence ohanged their attitude toward the individual Catholic, conSiderably, no matter how strongly they might continue to loathe
the dogmas of Catholicism.

14

Furthermore, the singularly import-

ant contribution of Catholic Europe to America's independence
naturally suggested the propriety of .granting religious toleration
.'

to the American co-religionists of America's French and Spanish
allies.

There was also arising a Significant minority of thinking

Americans who realized the inconsistencies between the idealistic
1)rofessions of the polItical and religious rights of man as
expressed in the revolutionary bills of rights, and the actual

12!W.
l3.xw., 20. Sister Augustina feels that tf1n practice
Americans had grown more tolerant of the 'Papist.'"
l4Sister AugustIna, 348-349.

7
denial of these same rights to dissenting groups in general, and
to Catholics in particular.l~

By the end of the Revolution, therefore, Catholics in all
the states were free to practice their religion publicly, to
teach, and to build schools, though it remained imprudent for
them to attempt to exercise these rights in areas where publie
opinion still lagged behind the growing liberality of the law. 16

l'lRid.,

3,0.

Also see Greene, 76-77.

16Sister August ina , 378. Universal religious toleration
found its way into the new state constitutions in the following
years:
1776 Virginia. This was a thorough and very influential grant.
Pennsylvania.
Delaware.
Maryland.
North Carolina. An earlier attempt to write a constitution
in 177'5 had failed beeauRe of the opposition of the
Scotoh.lrish Presbyterians to granttng religious
toleration to Catholics at:.all~ Ibid., 3'52.
•
New Jersey.
1777 Vermont.
New York. The ?;~ovision guaranteeing universal religious
to1eratton was not written into the constitution, however, until it had weathered the sustained attack of
an opposition group led by John Jay. This group made
several more or less overt attempts to effect the exclusion of Catholics from any religious toleration provisions which miCht be written. That these attempts
were defeated, and the original clause granting full
freedom of worship passed, was largely due to the
strenousefforts of Governeur Morris. ~., 356-3,8.
Georgia.
1778 South Carolina.
1780 Massachussetts.
1783 Rhode Island. ~~en the colonies broke with England, Rhode
ISland did not adopt a constitution but merely retained its old colonial charter of l 663. As it stood
in 1776, thie charter provided complete religious
freedom to all, "Roman Catholics only excepted."
Accordin to Stokes this exclusion clause "is

8
The utternnc3s of Catholic leaders of this pertod leave no doubt
that Catholi cs felt a great insecurity about
this

ne~lly-won

religious liberty.

th~ir

possess ion of

In 1784, for example, twenty..

two of the American Catholic clergy expressed to Father John
Carroll, their newly-appo1nter. superior, their opposition to the
appointment of a bizhop for the United States.

"The majority

or

the Protestant population here are averse to a Roman Catholic
prelate

for this reason the episcopal office, if introduced,
would IlloSt likely a."'aken thetr jealouay against us. lt17 In 178,
and

the French

gb&rg~

!'affaire! in the United States wrote regarding

the same subject and pointed out that Article VI of the Articles
of Confederation mlght very possibly' be extended to militate
against Americans accepting ecclesiastical offices.

He concluded

t'hat"religion would lose mnre than it woul-d gain by the nomina ..
18
tion of a bishop."
Carroll, himsel,f, entertained similar misgivings as to the possible application' of the Articles to include
19
ecclesiastical oftices.
wanting in the early manuscript copies of the charter,
and is in conflict with many statements of Roger
Williams and some of the other colonists." The antiCa.tholic proviso, he conclurles, '·,:..ras ev1rlently interpolated when the Toleration Act of 1689 in England depriwd
Catholics ot religious liberty." Stokes, I, 197.
l781t New Hampshire.
l7Stokes, I, 795.

18l.W., 796.
19l,W.

p
9
Catholics had reason for this cautious attitude regarding the
future of their religious rights.

The period after 1784 was a

oritical period for American Catholic religious rights as well as
a criticctl period in the national history.

The improved position

of Catholics after 1778 had, after all, been largely the result
of a wartime polioy of expedienoy on the part of an insecure and
unsettled nation.

There was reaSon enough to fear that the some-

what abrupt abandonment of th.e previous anti-Catholic policy would
not prove permanent.

The blunt and out-spoken oppOSition in some

of the state oonstitutional conventions, such as those of New
York and North Carolina, to granting Catholics even a minimum of
religious rights served to confirm this fear and sense of insecurity.

Finally, there was the fact that many of the new state

constitutions, while granting Catholics the right to practice
their religion publicly, displayed a:,deep-seated animosity against
Catholics which expressed itself in

s~ch

repressive constitutiona

provisions as those forbidding Catholics the right to vote,

f~r

bidding them the right to hold state offices, impeding the process
of naturalization, conceding to Protestants as a group, or to
some Single Protestant denomination, special legal recognition or
privileges.

20

The etfect of such measures was to make Catholics

2~ight of the states fall into this category even after 17
Connecticut, through her colon1al charter and statutes 1 which!
with certain reVisions, remained in force until l~l8, ·made
Congregational1sm the established Church} made Church
attendance and support obligatory, but allowed the major
Protestant sects to apply the religious tax to the support

p
10

painfully conscious of the precarious position of their religious
rights, an0 to wonder whether even the constitutional grants ot
toleration would survive many years.

of their own ministers. Catholics, who were practically
non-existent in Connecticut at thts perioo! did not figure
in these arrangements, which were not camp ete1y terminated
until 1818.
New Jersey in the ConstItution of 1776 restricted the vote and
otticeholding to Protestants, the first restriction lasting
until l~ the second until 1912. Stokes, It 43,.
North Carolina In the Constitution of 1776 restricted offioeholding to Protestants. Warmly contested in the convention
and a dead letter from the day of its promulgation, this
provision waS largely the work of the Scotch-Irish
Presbyterians of Mecklenberg County, a group which had been
loudest in denunciation of the old Anglican establishment.
The restriction remaine~ on the books until 183,. lR!d.t

402.

Georgia in the Constitution of 1777 restricted membership in the
legislature to Protestants, a restriction which was removed
in 1798. ll2!Jl., 440.
.
New York in the Constitution of 1777 made it impossible for
Catholic~ in conscience to be naturalized, thereby barring
them from offlceholding, a restriction which was not removed until 1806. Ibid., 406. ...
"
Vermont in the Constitution of 1777 restricted membership in the
State House of Representatives to Protestants. ~., 441.
South Carolina in the Constitution of 1778 restricted membership
in the legislature to Protestants ana made Protestantism the
established religion. The first restriction lasted until
1790. Ibid., 43lt-.
Maasachussetts in the Constitution of 1780 provided for the public
support of Protestant ministers. Other legislation effectively barred Catholios from holding office and omitted them
from the law which allowed dissenters from the established
Congregationalism to apply the compulsory religious taxes to
their own ministers. These arrangements were not completely
terminated until 1833. lRid., 428; also Siater Augustina,

367.

New Hampshire ia the Constitution of 1784 made provision for the
public support of Protestant ministers. New Hampshire also
restricted membership in the State legislature to
Protestants, a restriction that was not removed until
18~2. Stokes, I, 429-431.

11

Yet, as the period progressed a trend began in the direction
of continued religious toleration for Catholics and of greater
equality of treatment before the law tor them.

This amelioration

waS signalized by a marked trend in some of the new state constitutions after the war toward provisions for absolute equality of
all denominations before the law, an equality best guaranteed

by

oonstitutional prohibitions against union of Churoh and State,
by

a similar policy on the part of the successive central

governments; and, atter 1789, by amendments in other state constitutions, removing the remaining constitutional provisions
embodying some denial of religious equality before the law to
one or another minority religious group.
When in 1783 Rhode Island removed from her colonial oharter
the olause which excluded Catholics from the broad religious
liberty

~lrd

religious equality prOVisions of the charter, .. the

last and only trace of connection between Church and State

WaS

obliterated. for, beyond the exclusion of Catholio8 from these
guarantees, the State had long remained separate from any legal
21
tie with the ohurches and vioe versa.
In 1785 one of the major steps in the history of separation
of Churoh and State in America was taken in Virginia, where the
original agitation of dissenters early had. blossomed into a
struggle to achieve complete separation of Churoh and State and
21:1l!!!l. , 197.

12
complete equality of religious denominattons before the law. 22

It is commonly felt that this separation was finally effected by
the bill for religious freedom first introduoed by Jefferson. in
1779, but not acted upon until 178,.

23

The revival of

Jefferson's bill was occasioned by a reaction against a measure
introduced by Patri.ck Henry in 1784, which would give tax support
to "teaohers of Christian religion."

Wid.ely supported by the

common p('!ople of the state and by a number cf prominent
Virginians--Washington, Marshall and Richard Henry Lee--its
passage was first delayed and finally defeated through the
strenuous efforts of James Madison.

Henry's measure, 11'1 the

opinion of the OPPOSition, would have etfected a broad, but real,
24
union ot Churoh an~ State in Virginia.
As a permanent oountermeasure against suoh a union being easily effeoted in the future,
Madison brought aboUt the resurreotion.of Jefferson's tabled
22Sister Augusttna, 362.
23Stokes, I, 383.
24Qa11lard Hunt, "James Madison and Religious Liberty"
Aier1gin Ij1storiea.l Associ.Btion Prgceed~nr:s (December 1901J, I,
1 8-1 9. It 1s significant that the Virginia Presbyterians, who
had been in the vAnguard of the anti-Anglican forces demanding
co~plete separation of Church and State in 1776, were now, in
1784, strongly for state aio to selected ohurches. Of them
Madison han strong things to say. In a letter in November, 1784,
he wrote: "The Presbyterian Clergy had remonstrated against any
narrow principle~!. but tndirectll favor a more comprehensive
establishment." on April 12, 1785 he wrote that the Presbyter
"seem as ready to set up an establIshment whioh is to take them i
as they were to pull down what which shut them out. I do not know
a more shameful contrast than might be found between their memorier nd
rmer
" S 0
s n the

13
§ill for Estib11sh1nc Religious Freedom.

A statutory embodiment

of the principle of separation of Church and State, this law not
only guaranteed unconditional freedom to practice all forms of
religion not contrary to civil o:rrler, but it forbade the government to enforce financial support of, or conformity to, the creed
or worship of any church or churches.

The move was one of great

significance, due to the national prestige of Virginia and to the
caliber of the men behind the measure, men who were to play
prominent roles in the formation of the new national constitution
within a few years.

25

It is not until that new constitution had

been written that we find the next instances of amelioration in
the Church-8tate provisions of the various state constitutions.
In Georgia, for instance, not until 1789 was the clause ot
the 1777 oonstitution restricting civil of rice to Protestants
removerl by the new constitution.

This same document of 1789, in

addition to a prohibition of compulsory support of another denomination, provided that

"LD7o

one religious society shall ever

be established in this State, in praference to another • • • .,,26
South Cf'Polina, in its constitution of 1790, by providing
for complete religious freedom without distinction, abrogated the
broad official connection of the State with Protestantism which

2~lb12.., I, 394.
26.lh111., 44 o.

14
had resulted from the constitution of 1778, and granted Catholics
full political rights. 27
In Vermont the new constitution of 1791 omitted all test
oaths and thus ended the restriction of membership in the State
House of Representatives to Protestants.

28

Thus, by 1791 the policy of religious equality before the

law, through separation of Church and State, had been acopted
wi~ely in the individual states. 29 By the same date a similar
policy on Church-Btate relations had been forged unner the
successive central governments which
between 1778 and 178Q.

ha~

come into existenoe

Although the Church-State prOVisions of

the various state constitutions were of greater immediate importance than those of the national constitution in the attainment of religious equality through separation of Church and State,
it was the policy of the national government in regard to this
"

problem which, in time, would prove to "be of far greater significance and influence.

For this reason a brief sketch of the

development of this national pollcy is in order.

27.I!2.1S.., 434.

28lW ., 442.
29Atter 1791 the major exceptions to this statement are to
be found in the :predominantl~' Calvinistia states: Massaahusetts
and. Connecticut, which retained established churches supported bY'
tax monoy; New Jersey, North Carolina, and New York, "'''hich curtailea the political rights of Catholics; ann New ffampshire,
which retained a broad type of connection with Protestantism.
~~ryland retained her restriction on the political rights of Jews.

1;
The religious policy, which waS to be detined for the
red eral government

by

t he cons ti tut lon, had been toreshad owed by

the practioe of the Continental Congress, and by that of the
Congress of the Contederation, in their attitude on religious
matters.

This attitude of the Continental Congress "may be

described as one of sympathy with religion in general and the
Christian religion in particular.

At the same time, every effort
30
was made to conciliate the various religious groups."
The
government of the Confederation showed a "similar disposition to
encourage religion without speoial reterence to any particular
31
denominatIon."
Thus, when, in 1784, the Papal Nuncio at Paris
broached to Benjamin Franklin the project of a bishopric for the
United States, and sought the approval of Congress, he was informed, through Franklin, that nthe • • • subject • • • being
purely spiritual, is without the

jur~sdlction

Congress, who have not authority to

and powers ot

or refuse it, these
powers being reserved to the • • • states indlvidUa11y."3 2
In
p~rmit,

one of its last acts, the passage of the Northwest Ordinance, the
Congress of the Contederation, while acknowledging in general the
need of religIon, wrote into the Ordinanee an article guaranteein
complete freedom of worship in the new territory.
30ureene, 82.

31lW.
32S1ster August1na, 383.

This act i8
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"rightly regarded as one of the fundamental documents in the
history of American religious freedom.

Thls was partly beoause

its guarantees • • • were taken as precedents in drafting leglslation for other areas, and

pa~tly

because it insured religious

liberty in all the states later carved out of the original
Northwest Territory."

33

When the delegates to Philadelphia in178q turned to write
a constitution for the new federal government, every consideration of precedent and of common sense argued against the inclusion of an ambitious program dealing with the religious rights or
with the Church-8tate relations.

In the first place, the re-

ligious disparity of the nation at large made a positive approach
to religious .issues impractical.

The less said in the convention

about religion, the less occasion for division.
place, the states had

In the second

facti exercised the right to determine

~

matters of religious rights and of Chnroh-8tate relations for
themselves ever since colonial times.

Any attempt to write into

the law of the land a broad and liberal religious program
modelled after Virginia's

~

for Establishing Religious Freedom

would have met with the firm resistance for such states as
Massachusetts, Connectiout, and New Hampshire.

If such an issue

did not split the convention wide open, there was every likelihood that it would doom

33Stokes, It 613.

~at1fication

1n the state conventions.

r~----~------~
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Finally, the example of the strIdes mnde by other states such as
Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island seemed to hold
promise that, given time, all the states would arri.e by their
own initiative at a policy of complete equality before the law
for all rellgious bod ies.

As a result, discussion of religion played a small part in
the

~eliberations

of the convention.

The Single, brief

Article VI, prohibiting religious tests for federal offices, was
all that the new Constitution had to say about religion or Churchstate relations.

Yet, brief though this provision was, it "went

far 1n thwarting any State Church in the United States • • • • "34
React10n to Article VI in the state ratifying conventions
ranged "from that of the 11beral pragmatists at one end of the
scale to that of the religious parti.san at 'the other. "3; The
most frequent criticism concerned

th~

lack of a b111 of rights

containing a more positive statement cir religious and other civil
rights.

As a matter of fact, an effort had been made before the

dissolution of the Constitutional Convention to prefix to the
new Constitution a Bill of Rights, including a guarantee of complete religious freedOM, but the move failed. 36 Indeed, not
everyone was convinced of the need of such positive guarantees.

34ll!.!Jl., 527.
3;Slster August1na, 376.
36stokes, I. ,38.
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Edmund Randolph and James Madison, for example, argued far the
adequaoy of the Constitution as it stood and against the need for
additional guarantees, on the grounds that the vast diversity of
sects in the United States constituted a very strong guarantee
against the estab11.shment of anyone sect a t the expense of the
others, and against all attempts to infringe upon religious
37
liberty.
F1ve of the ratifying states had urged an amendment to the
new Constitution which would give a positive guarantee of religious freedom.

The first Federal Congress, therefore, was qu1ck

to take up the question of a Bill of Rights which would, in
Madison's words, "expressly declare the great rights of mankInd
secured under this Consti tnt ion. ,,38
Although the phrasing of the religious liberty provision of
the Bill of Rights was the subject

Of

a good deal of discussion,
.,

the underlying prtnciples met with no "opposition.

The provision

in Article I of the Bill of Rights Was passed in September, 1789,
and was sent to the states for ratification,
in 1791.

~ich

was completed

Article I not only effected oomplete separation of

Church and State on the national level, but positively and
explicitly guaranteed freedom of belief and worship.

The moral

influence which this new proviSion, in conjunction with the

37lW ., 5'33.
38~.t 5'38.
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previous stipulation of Article VI of the Constitution, had
throughout the new nation, can be seen in the liberalizing changes
'tvhich took place during the next several years in the religious
39
'
provisions of sone of the state constitutions,
and in the fact
that wi thin half a century of the ratification of the First
Amendment almost every state in the union had brought its basie
legislation into harmony with the system of Church-8tate relations
expressed in the Constitution.
By 1790 there could be little doubt in the minds of American
Crtholics that they had successfully weathered a critical stage
in their progress toward attainment of full religious treedom
and equality before the law in the states and in the new Republic.
The adoption of the First Amendment 1n September, 1?8Q, "must have
allayed the rears which Carroll had entertained only a few years
prev1,ously regarding the position of :.Catholics in the Republic. f1

40

It is true that even in the uncertain ''Oays of the Critical Period
signs of a new age for American Catholicism had begun to appear.
In 1782 the first parochial school in the United States WaS opened
41
in Philadelphia.
In 1788 Mass was celebrated 1n public for the
39cr. changes in the constitutions of Georgia, South Carolina, and Vermont a.fter 178q supra, 13-1'+.
40Jules A. Baisnee, "The Catholic Church in the United
States, 1784-1824," AmeriCAn Catholic Historical SocietI Regords,
LVI (September l~'), 147.
41_ .
'""'Stokes, I, 822.
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first time in Boston--and without incident.

Soon afterwards was

begun the building of the first Catholic church in Boston, where
42
none would have been tolerated a scant twenty years previously.
But the clearest sign of the changinc status of Catholicism in
America undoubtedly Was the absence of any significant publie
reaction either to John Carroll's appoIntment as Prefect
Apostolic in 1785, or to the establlshment of an American
h1erarchy with the confirmation of Carroll's election as bishop
for America in November, 1790.43
Having attained equality before the law under the national
government, in the new western states, and in a oonsiderable
number of the older ea,stern states, Catholicism had made a gain
wh1ch eventually was to outweigh the strong forces of animosity,
which had trad.itionally run against, and woul(! continue to run
against, the religious rights of

Ame~lcan

Catholics.

At this

pOint, aroun(i the year l7<n, the Catho'lic Church in America
entered upon a period of almost thirty years in which she was to
enjoy her new rights in a calm whioh \;JaS to be disturbed but
44rarely.
With the passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts at the end
of the 1790's, there was an outbreak of anti-Catholic

42llWl., 799.
43Sister Augustina, 383.
44Blllington, 24.

Also cf. Greene, 109.

~
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sentiment.

45

But the potential threat to Catholic religious

rights, which these measures had opened up, ended with the removal
from pO\/er of the party responsible for them in the Jeffersonian
victory

or

181)0.

In the new century, "under the influence of the

bills of rights and with a liberal in the presidency, anti6
Catholic prejudice died down.!t
"For the most part the people
had been won over to the program of toleration • • ••

There

were only a handful of Catholics in the country and they were
47
obviously not to be teared • • • • "
Srmptomatic of this religious Era of Good Feeling was the outcome of the Kohlmann case
in New York in 1813.

Whereas in the New York constitut1onal con-

vention of 1777 the very toleration of Catholics had met violent
objections, in 1813 a court of four Protestants, headed by

De Witt Clinton, decided that, under the terms of the religious
freedom guarantee of the New York

st~~e

constitution, Father

Kohlmann should not be compelled to testify in court concerning
confessional matter on the grounns that "w.hether be lies or
4'Stokes states: nIt waS largely tear of Catholic growth"
which led to the passage of these measures." I, 800. It is
necessary, however, to assign the chief importance to nonreligious motives. Yet! as Billington points out, "it was no
accident that • • • an lrish Catholic was the first to suffer
under the Sedition Act nor that the alien riots in Ph:tladelphia
were staged just outside a Catholic ohurch." 24.
46Stokes, It 800.
47Billington, 24.
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whether he testifies the truth, he is wioked, and it is impossible
for him to aot without acting against the laws of rectitude and
48
the light of oonscienoe."
Amid all these siens of relaxed relations between Catholics
,

and Protestants in the young Republio, a basic hostility lay close
beneath the surface of events during the whole period, to burst
forth in the second quarter of the new century.

Writing of the

period atter 1800, Father Gorman pOints out that "Li7lthough
religious harmony still was said to exist in 1813, it is evident
from the books written or published during • • • the decade that
ingrained prejudice was manifestin[ itself again and that some
1!ost1lity was arising due to the unwonted contact with Catholi49
cism."
The religious Era of Good Feeling began to dissipate
after 1820, and with its fading Catholic religious liberties
were again to be questioned and threatened.

Behind this disrup-

tion of the "religious peaoe" lay several factors.

On

hand, Catholicism had fast become a power in America.

the one
The

apprOXimately 2;,000 unorganized Catholics of 1787 had, by the
time or Arohbishop Ambrose Marechal in 1820, become almost 100,000
strong, organized into five diooeses,'O with a visibly expanding
48Stokes, I, 847.

unit~~~:t~;,G1Zae~~t~::~i!:~g~!ei%j~ t~er'ture in !b!
,ONot including the area embraced by New Orleans.

23
System of parishes, schools, and other Church institutions.

Such

striking growth on the pert of American Catholicism did not
recommend itself to certain segments of American Protestantism.
On the other hand, American Protestantism had emerged from the
revival of the early l800's with a missionary outlook which
almost necessarily was to involve an attack upon Catholicism.
"The formation of the American Bible Society in 1816 which was
undenom.inational in i.ts aims and support, and of the various
national Protestant missionary and educational societies all
meant that Protestantism was prepared to strengthen its position,
and to oppose if need were what it considered the enemy at the
gates_",l This was the America, and this was the status of
CatholicisM in America, which met Bishop England when he arrived
in Charleston in 1820.
The period, 1784-1820, which saw rapid progress in the
attainment of equality before the law:'for all religious groups,
and which saw a noticeable amelioration in the status enjoyed by
Catholicism in America, also witnessed the earliest attempts at
American Catholicism to declare itself on the issue of ChurchStaterelatlons, a task at which Bishop England was later to
work ass id.uous ~.
John Carroll waS the first prominent American Catholio
churchman to attempt an explanation of the attitude which

,1Stokes,

I, 818.

Catholicism In America would adopt toward the Amerlcan system and
philosophy of Church-State relations.

In Carroll's day much of

this system and phllosophy waS just beginning to crystallze for
the natlon at large.

At the Same tlme, so ingrained In popular

thought was mlsrepresentatlon of Cathollc doctrine and practlce
on Church-State questlons that Cathollcs must have felt that
thelr own counter-assertlon of the truth might be well-nlgh useless,

By

Blshop England's ttme many obscuritles would have been

clarifted, Catholic loyalty would have been concretely demonstrated for a quarter of a century or more, so that Catholtc
spokesmen could speak and demand a serious hearing.
One of the strong points in Carroll's leadership of the
nascent American Church was his understanding of the American
Protestant mentality and his obvious appreciation of the
Protestant susceptibilities of the majority of his fellow
citizens.

For instance, in his attempt to render the prospect of

episcopaoy more palatable to Amerioans, he requested that the
Holy See permit the American clergy to elect their own bishops.

,2

In a similar vein, he delayed his consecration in order to await
an answer to his request that Rome allow him to drop "the objeotionable medieval phrase exterminate

,2

. 1ltl4., 327.

haeretioo~

• • • from tne

~
-----------------------------------------------------------------,
enumeration of the bishop's duties in his oath of consecration."

53 The same understanding approach to the probleMS of the

Catholic position in America is to be seen in two matters which
he suggested to an English theologian for study:

"the ascertain-

ing of the boundaries of the spiritual jurisdiction of the Holy
See ft and "the use of the Latin tongue in the publick liturgy." 54
It is not surprising that he adopted a, sympathetic attitude
toward the Church-State policies which were developing

i~

Amerioa

after the Revolution.
Bishop Carroll undeniably enoouraged the gro,ftng trend ot
popular thought tavoring religions liberty and religious
equality.

The minimum religiOUS freedom he woult! recognize

consisted in oomplete religious toleration, a toleration whioh
Carroll demanded as due by natural right.

Toleration and

separation ot Church and State he saw as the only practicable
'.

solution ot the problem ot Ghuroh-8tate relations in America.
espeoially since, in separation lay the best guarantee or continuing toleration.

He even contended that equality of all

religious groups before the law was the only just arrangement.
He speaks of "the sacred rights of conscience" and ot "the
luminous principles on which the rights of conscience and liberty
'3~., 331.

5'+l!U4., 330.

The request was granted.

of religion depend."

55
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As early as 1784, in his Address to the

Eoman Catholigs In the Untted

State~

of AmericA, which was a

reply to the attacks of an ex-priest, Dr. Wharton, Carroll speaks
of nthe harm.ony now subsisting amongst all Christians in this·
oountry, so blessed with civil and religious liberty:
we have

th~

wisdom and temper to preserve, America

which, if

may come to

exhibit a proof to the world, that general and equal toleration,
by

giving a cirCUlation to fair argument is the most effective

method to bring all denominations of Christians to a unity of
faith. H56

Three years later he writes to the Colgmbti9 Magaz1D!c

"Thanks to genuine spirit and Christianity, the United States
have banished intolerance from their system of government, and
many of them have done justice to every denomination ot
Christians, which ought to be done to them 1n all, of placing them
on the same footing of citizenship,

~

conferring an equal right

·of participation 1n national priVilege •• ",7
While it is clear that Carroll viewed religious liberty and
religious equality in America as due to all groups by right and
not

by

mere positive concession of government, he did not fail to

appreCiate the magnanimity and liberality which, in view of the
Eighteenth Century baokCround of America, was involved in the

55'n!d_, 330.
56l1US,., 327.
'57.Il2JS.., 330.

~.
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extension and guarantee of these religious rights to Catholics by
Protestant Amerioans.

or

this Protestant aohievement he was proud

It was in such a vein that he pointed out, 1n writing to Rome in

1783, that "in these United States our religious system has unoergone a revolution, if possible more extraordinary than our
political one.

In all of them free toleration is allowed to

Christians of every denomination • • • • ,,58
Bishop Carroll was aware of the problems

involve~

in sup-

porting a system of religious equality, and of separation ot
Churoh and State.

So, in his first sermon in America atter con-

secration as bishop, be set himself not only to preserve in the
heart of his people "a warm charity and forbearance toward every
other denomination of Christians," but at the same time .fto
preserve them from that fatal .and prevailing ind1fference whioh
views all re11gions as equally acceptable to God and salutary to
men •.••• "

59 To speak,

~heretore,

"

· or

of Carroll's "support

separation of Church and State, with its resulting religiOUS
freedom ••• ," is correot, for Carroll himself spoke of

nail

earnest regard to preserve inviolate far ever in our new empire,
60
the great principle of religious freedom."
However, it i.
neoessary to keep in mind that in his few brief utteranees
u.

58l.12.1Jt. , 327.
59~., 331.

60lh!d. , 330.
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regarding Church-8tate relations Carroll was thinking primarily ot
the concrete American scene--involving a religiously mixed population.

The inevitable result of religious liberty and equality,

for him, voula be the return ot all Christians to a unity ot
faith.

61

What torm Churoh-8tate relations should then assume he

does not say, and nowhere does he give indication ot having
thought about the matter.
The very year of Carroll's death, 1815, saw the Reverend
Demetrius A. Gallitzin publish

A Det-gse. 2t

CatbpltA PrincIple.

in reply to the sermon of a Protestant minister in Pennsylvania,
attacking Catholics as national enemies.

The Deteng, was the

first of a series of apologetical-polemical works which Gallitzin
was to write, and in Whioh some of the problems centering around
Church-8tate relations were to come under discusslon.
Gallitzin, born at The Hague in :1770, waS the son ot the
Russian mInister to Holland.

Although" not a Catholic by bIrth,

he followed his mother, a Prussian princess, into the Church in

1787. Five years later, in the course of travels in the western
hemisphere which were intended to be a part of his education, he
entered the newly established Sulpioian seminary of St. Mary'.
in Baltimore, and in 1795' was ordained by Bishop Carroll.

Four

years later he arrived in western Pennsylvania to begln the
backwoods apostolate which he was to pursue until his death in

6~., 327.

~~--------------~
~
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In 1817 the minister who had occasioned the publication of
the Il.efenQ.! published a reply to Gallitzin's work which was so
offensive in tone that Gallitzin did not answer him n1rectly, but
took his case to the public with An Appeal
Publig. which appeared before 1819.

~

tbe

Prote'tan~

In 1820 he published the

.Letta..r.. 12 .I. frotestant Fr1ena, which was likewise intended to
answer the attacks of his opponent of 1815.
his next polemical work appear,
gentlemen Presbyter1An Ptrsop§.

~

Letters

Not until 1834 did
~

Advice !Q !h!

In 1836 he published Tbe Blbll:

lrutb and ghATit%', .I. Subject .2! He41tatiga im: the Jd1tors 9.t.
CertAin Per10d1(Ul;J;§ Misca;J;led ;Re;J;1gious fgblricattons.

These

works clearly reflect the react10nary changes which had taken
place in the area of Protestant-Catholic re1at1ons with the
passing of the Era of Good Feeling, and with the revival of
militant Protestantism.

62

Gallitzin's later writings are

.

contemporary with the second decade of John England's episoopate,

62 In 1836 Gallitzin wrote: "I have often, when musing on
the subjeot of Protestantism, asked myself, What is the Protestant
reltgion? Proteus-like, it appears un("er so many different
shapes, teaches so many different and contradiotory doctrines,
that I nearly despaired ot ever finding a definition whioh would
embraoe the whole of the Protestant sects; when s'ddenly, my
mind settled on the following definition: PROTESTANTISn IS THE
BATHED OF CATHOLICISM." Demetrius A. Gallitzin, "The Bible:
Truth and Charity!" in Grace Z-1urpby (ed.), $illl;11tJ$in's Let,terl
(Loretto, 1940), 267.

~------------------------------------------------------------------.
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and, not unna tur a 11,., show a similar i ty of a. pproa cll to quest ions
of Churah-5tate relations with that tound in the writings ot
Bishop England.
For Galli czin, as for Carroll, and in time for Bishop England, the complete religious toleration which Catholicism enjoyed
under the Constitution was about the most precious possession ot
the American Church.

In the relat1vely peaceful days of 181;

Gallitzin was able to write of the American policy ot complete
religious toleration as one, the desirab11ity of which, few
Americans would question.

63

Twenty years later, however, when

certain groups were calling into question the very wisnom of
continuing to grant Catholics such toleration, it was no longer
enough for Catholics to praise the American system which provided
for religious toleration.

It was now felt necessary to show

proof positive that Catholicism stood:, for religious tolera.tion
tr~oughout

..

the world.

Writing in 1836, Gallitzin points to the

Irtsh patriot, Daniel O'Connell, who "although a strict Roman
Catholic, is as well as was our Washington, the great advocate of
perfect liberty of consoience" for Protestants as well as
63ncatholics and Protestants are united in considering ciVil
toleration an invaluable bleSSing, e speCially in a country like
ours where there were so many different denominations at the time
its constitution was formed. We all agree in believing that no
authority merely human possesses any right in controlling the
consciences of men." ,lW., 96.

~~~--------------~
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Catholics.

O'Connell's principle, writes Gallitzin with obvious

ap-)roval, is "hand s off on all sides:
according to the

dic~ates

let everyone worship God

of his own conscience • • • • "64

Gallitzin's own experience in Europe gave htm sufficient grouncl
to assert that even where the Catholic Church is dominant,
religious toleration 1s to be found:
Living for fifteen years (before I embarked for Ameriea)
in the Catholic province of Munster, in whose bishop both
the civil and eoclesiastical powers were united I had a
very good chance of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the
principles of the Catholic Church. Not only did I aee
them exhibited in black and white, without ever discovering
even the most remote tendency or encouragement to perseoution, but I saw them practically illustrated in the
numberless charitable institutions • • • and especially in
the charity and forbearance shown to Protestants, who,
although not amounting to one-hundreth part of the population, and living under a Catholic eeclesiastical government, where the Church was in full power, were never
molested, never compelled to go to mas,s t but enjoyed the
same protection, the same priveleges, and had the same
chances of promotion to office as the Roman Catholics.
So it was, I am told, in all the: ecclesiastical Elect,~rate.
of Germany; ann so it is to this day in the Emperor fS
dominions, where the small body (only two or three
millions) ot Protestants, far trom being persecuted, are
proteoteg~ln their persons, thetr property, and their
worship. J
In conclusion, Gallitzin proposed that "where we are compelled to
dfsapprove of our neighbor's doctrine, let our disapprobation fall
upon his doctrine only, not upon his person."

66

~~-----------------~
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Certain Protestant forces vera entirely unwilling that
A!'!lerlcan Catholics be judged on their loyalty to this nati on,
but

Insiste~

upon invoking the pages of history (otten as dis-

torted by the bias of Protestant polemioiets) to the effect that
the Catholic Ohuroh, as the Church of Canossa, of the InquisItion,
of Mary Tudor, and of the Duke of Alba, by its very "existence
and prevalence ••• 1n this oountry, endangers our civil and
re1ig10us Institutions. n67 Gallitzin, therefore, felt compelled
to talut up the issues of papal supremacy and civil allegiance, ot
the Inquisit10nt and ot the recorn of the Catholic Church and

persecution.
To manT Protestant minos the presence of Catholicism in
America put free American republioan institutions under the
speoter of papal interrerence.

As early

a8'

181, Gallitzin fi nrla

it necessary to point out that it is unfair to picture Catholics
,88

holdtng for an article or faith "that the Pope has power to

absolve subjeots from their oaths of allegianee to their lawful
sovereigns or governments. p68 Through hIstory, it 18 true t
individual Popes, "giving way to
that power

Cor

prl~e

and amhitt on, have clatmed.

absolving subjects from civil alleglance-l and

even the power of deposing kings", but such olaims were abuses • 69
••

61Quoted by GallitzIn, ~., 227.

68.xw..,
69IW.

Bq.
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'~'hi

le Catholics submit to the Pope's jurisdiction, that jurisd1c-

t 10n 1s Itmerely spiritual and not of this world • • • ."70

American Catholics would

t~draw

the sword to oppose any enoroaoh-

ment attempted even by the Pope bimself, as a temporal prince,
upon the government, wbether Catholic or Protestant, that proteots
71
us,"
As a matter of fact, he pOints out in a later work, Church
h1story shows ttonly two or three instances of Popes setting up
the extravagant and ridioulous olaim to power of absolving subjeots trom their allegiance to government."72 Even in these cases
particularly in that of Elizabeth of England, Catholics "paid no
more attention to tbe Pope'_ dispensation than they would to a
sentence of the Alcoran. tt73 Theretore, 1n view of the taot that
papal claiMS over temporal gcvern.ent were never widely
acknowledged by CatholIcs, and of the tact that the Popes
themselves had abandoned all such claims three hundred years
'.

previously, ~'It 1s highly rid,1oulous, at the present time, to
make mention ot the extravagant olaims ot some ambitious Popes ot
former times, and thereupon to found your tears tor the safety of

70l!Wl.
71~., 91.
72lR!£. 27,. He mentions Henry IV and Elizabeth. Catholic
loyalty to Elizabeth is all the more eloquenre~t!.1n.Vlew
of her severe persecution.
f
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our present Government."

?4

Catholic ascendancy was so commonly pictured in the popular
Protestant mind as the prelude to the Inqutsition that early
Catholic apologists, such as Gallitzin and England, found it
necessary ·to take a public stand on the InquisitIon.

Treating

the subject in 1815, Gallitzin wrote that, if the Inquisition had
been established "in order by tortures ••• to force the consciences of men," then it was "& monwnent of barbarism and of the
infernal spirit of religious fanaticism and bigotry_"7, However,
without attempting to whitewash the institution, he pOints out
in 1836 that Protestant writers have "very 1I1Uch misrepresented
the

Inquis1tion.~

No longer fUnctioning by this elate, it had

been, he claimed, a purely,civil tribunal, not an agency or organ
of the Church, and ill practioe it was confined to a small part of
the Catholic world.

.,6

Protestantism,:. as a matter of fact, had

its own version of the Inquiaition, at:' least in Englanti, for such
was the Elizabethan Court of High Co. .1ssion.

Citing the

authority of the Protestant Maclaine, Gal11tzin describes this
Court as "empowered to make inquiry, not only by legal methods,
but also by racks, tortures, inquisition, and imprisonment,
and. • • • the fines and imprisonment were limited by no rule but

~lW., 276.

7;lJ2J4. t

202.

76ll!J4., 271.

1ts own pleasure.·'
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Perhaps hardest to counteract was the persistent contention
of Protestants, reared 1n the tradition of Foxe's

~

2! Martyt',

that Catholicism was histor1cally committed to the encouragement
of persecution.

It is true, admitted Gallitzin, that there had

been instances through history of Protestants suffering persecutkm
at the hand s of Catholics.

"But to be fair we must ascribe their

acts • • • to the real cause, viz. to their own sanguinary disposition, or to their ill-judged policy--but by no means to the
Catholic Church."
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Indeed, if the true attitude of the Churoh

toward the policy of religious persecution is anywhere manifest,
it is in the careers of churchmen and prelates.

"The Catholic

Church so much abhors persecutions for the sake of relIgion,
that the clergymen of that church have upon'all occasions exerted
their zeal to prevent it and oppose it," a contention which is
supported even by the testimony of Protestant h1storians. 79 Some
of the strongest opposition to Mary Tudor's persecution came from
orthodox churchmen.

Thus, the papal legate, Cardinal Pole, 1s

descr1bed by the Protestant hIstorian, Burnet, as strongly opposing repressive measures, urging priests to reform themselves
first.

Alphonso de Castro, chaplain to Phil1p II, preached

77lRJ4.
781!W!., 264.
79IW ., 203.

against the persecutlon of the English Protestants as unChristian.

The Catholic clergy of France took a similar stand

on the St. Bartholomew f.fassacre, asserts Gallitzin, although
this issue, too, was clouded by political complications.

The

Bishop of Llsieux, in refuSing to cooperate with the King's
orders against the lives of the Calvlnists, ls quoted as having
replied:

"It is the duty of the good shepherd to lay down his

llfe for his sheep, not to let them be slaughtered before his
face.

They are my sheep, though they have gone astray, and I am

resolved to run all hazards in protecting them."

80

Elsewhere,

"thousands of those poor • • • victims found shelter ln the houses
of Catholic bishops and priests, upon which many of them embraced
the Catholic falth."

81

Later repressive moves by the French

government were opposed by such bishops as 'Fenelon and
St. Francis de Sales.
While Gallitzin was res.dyto cr1t'lcize the persecution of
Protestants by Catholics wherever necessary, he also felt that it
waS "high time that Protestants should be undeoeived and should

know the whole truth, which is, that, from the very beginning of
the pretended Reformation, the pretended Reformers have in the
most cruel manner perseouted unto death the Roman Catholics,

80 Ib1Q ., 269.
8lIbid ., 20,.
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wherever they had it in their power to

00

s.o."
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Beginning with

England, he traces the history of Protestant persecution of
Catholics from the time of Henry VIII, through Elizabeth's reign,
to the penal period, where he gives a detailed account of the
penal code which \,ras aimed at rooting Catholicism out of the
land.

Turning to the continent he shows that the French Calvin-

ists shed the blood of Catholics without great regrets, While in
Holland and Munster the Protestant treatment ot Catholios waS
at least as savage B.nd unrelenting as anything of which the
Catholics had been aecuSed.
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Thus Gallitzin attempted to show that neither Catholics nor
Protestants bad been completely without guilt ot persecuting their
religious opponents.

He concluded that "Catholic or Protestant

potentates who abused their power, in orrler·to .force the consciences of men, and by tortures to oblige them to embrace their

.'

own creed, were monsters and not Christians."

84-

Certainly the record ot Catholicism in America during and

82:IJ21d., 271.

83 n lt is indeed a curious fact • • • that, wherever we find

the Reformation (so called) introduced, we almost constantly tind
it blended ~th rebellion against lawful authority. Not content
with embracing peaceably opinions differing from the doctrine ot
the ancient Church, and sutfering their Catholic fellow citizens
to continue to worship God according to the i1ictates of their own
conSCience, the Reformers have almost always begun with overturning the long-established institutions in Church and State • • • • "

lh.1Q..,

':>7(') •

81t-~., 204.
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since the Hevolution had given American Protestants no grounds
for dissatisfaction.

Their charges against the

Chw~ch

proven

falsp., there :l.s a deeper explanation of the efforts of certain
Protestant groups to deprive Catholicism of' her religious
liberties.

The attack on Catholicism in the United States i8

nothing less than part of an ambitious plan to restore certain
Protestant groups to a position of ascendancy over government, a
position which would disrupt the whole system of separation of'
Church and State buIlt since the Revolution.

The threat to

American republican institutions, contends Gallitzin, is from a
Protestant, not a CatholiC, direction.

"I venture to assert

that, were the real principles of Catholics • • • generally
adopted by the citizens of the United States, it would ensure a
stability of our Government which certain prlnciples laid down in
some of your religious periodicals,

~m

certain facts intimately

connecterl with them, rather threaten to shake to its foundationa • • • • n

a;

Citing the very words of a Pittsburgh evangeli-

cal publication, he openly accuses these .Protestant groups of'
attempting to effect a new union ot Church anf! State.
or Death,'" he writes, "is your watchworn.

'The

"tVit"~tor7

Presbyte~ian

Church will be the established Church of the Union, or she will

warle through bloorl to attain that just prerogative •• • • ,
Here, then, your intention, 'Which I have never seen disavowed, is

8,llULt., 26Q.

r
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plain, to overturn the Constitution, which knows no oistinctton
86
of creeds, and upon its ruins to establish your ascendancy."
As the 1830's progressed and the Church's prospects far
peace in Amerioa steadily darkened, there came moments when the
very existence of Catholicism in America seemed doomeo.

It was

in such a moment that Gallitzin penned a question which should
have suggested to Protestant extremists the histories of Ireland,
England, and the Low

Count~ies.

"Do you really think that if you

could ever persuade the people of the United States to alter
their Constitution, so as to deprive the Catholics of their
citizenship, and by laws enacted tor that purpose, have them
reduced to beggarry and subjected to the punishment of death,
for hearing r48ss or for going to confession, do you really think
that you would then get your ends accompl1s'hed?,,87

86~., 290.
87l!U.d., 23q.

CHAPTER II
BISHOP ENGLAND 'S VIE\cJS ON
CliORCH-BTATE RELATIONS
John England waS born at Cork in Ireland on September 23,
1
1786.
Little is known of his family or of his boyhood. In 1802,
after two years of law studies, he entered the seminary at Carlow
to begin studies for the priesthood.
of twenty-two, he

Wl1S

SiX years later, at the age

ordained under dispensation by B1shop

Franois Moylan of Cork.
From the time of his ordination 1n 1808 until 1817 he led a
very active priestly life in Cork.

A chaplain at one of the con-

vents 1n Cork for ten years, he also served as president of the
Diocesan Seminary, lectured in philoso.phy aro theology in ''the same
seminary, and served as chaplain to the city prison.

During this

period he made two attempts to come to the United States as a
m.issionary, but was unable to obtain the consent of his Bishop.
In May, 1817, he was transferred to the small town of Bandon near
Cork, where he served as parish priest until 1820.

-

1

It was in

For details of John Eng land t s life in Ireland see Peter
GUildsy, The Y.t!. A!l9. Times .g! 12l:m Englqnd , .l.Zft2-1842 (New York,

192 7), It~-123.
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Bandon on August 12, 1820, that John England received the briefs
of his appointment to the new See of the Carolinas and Georgia.
Bishop England was to utilize various experiences ot his
Irish career to a considerable degree in his American episcopate.
While he found applications in a number of areas of his work 11l
America for his brief legal training and his experience as a
seminary professor, it was his connection with the Veto Controversy, which, for our purposes, was most significant in his Irish
background.

"The Veto oontroversy may be defined as the problem 'whioh
arose about the question whether or not the British Government
should be allowed the right ot interferenoe in the filling of
vacant LYrlsh-7 Catholic Sees, or in the apPOintment ot
bishops.'"

2

The controversy, which went through several stages

between 177, and 182"

periodically threw Catholic Ireland into
"

an uproar, and, on several occasiOns, "led to heated division
within the Irish hierarohy, between the Irish hierarchy and the
Irish laity, and between the Irish and English Churches.

Between

1808 and 1813 public opinion in Ireland ran high over the support
Which Bishop John Milner had allegedly given, in the name of the
Irish hierarchy, to overtures on the part of the British Government to grant Catholic EmanCipation in return for a negative power
by

-

the Government over episcopal nominations.
2

1l1l4., 98.

With the failure ot

this frontal assault in 1813, the pro-Veto party attempted to
maneuver Home into coming out in favor of a Veto agreement, and
thUS gain their point.

This phase of the controversy, whioh

lasted from 1814 until Rome sidestepped the issue with finality
in 1818. was the phase in which Father England actively participated on the side of the anti-Veto forces.

As a result of his

antI-Vetoist leanings he had, in 1813, accepted the trusteeship
of the Cork MerCantIle Chronic,e.

Although he waS not the editor,

Father Bngland did write articles tor the Chronic,e, which at this
period was an avowed organ of the anti-Vetoist party.

"To be at

the head of a leading Irish newspaper," observes Guildsy, "was
equivalent in those

days

to national prominence, and Dr. England's

years as chief ot the Cork

jou~nal

brought him out before the

nation ••• as an uncompromising opponent 'ot the Veto • • • • "

3

Perhaps the surest :measure of England's ris ing prominence was the
fact that he attracteo the notice ot the great Daniel O'Connell.
The connection between him and O'Connell grew as the Veto Controversy wore on.

Even after England had come to America he and

O'Connell exchanged letters on the situation in Ireland, and the
two met again in the course of one of Eng lard 's later trtps to

Europe.
John England was conseorated Bishop of Charleston on
September 21, 1820, and arrived in Charleston on December 27 ot

-

3..l21d., 111.

the same year to take possession of his See.

Although the Veto

controversy continued for several more years, England's departure
for America naturally ended his direct partiCipation in the
struggle.

However, as a result of his part1.cipat1on in the anti-

Vetoist move1"lent,Englano came to America ftbetter equipped with an
accurate knowledge of the condition of atfairs, political and
eoclesiastical, in Ireland and in Europe than any of his con4temporaries in the United States."
It was not inappropriate
that one of the first causes which John England espoused in his
long career as a champion and spokesman of the Charah was a
question of Church-8tate relations.
England came to a diocese which covered an area of perhaps
900,000 square miles.

In all this area, embracing the states

ot Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, he found just
tour churches, three priests, and 37; communloants, althOugh he
estimated that the Catholic populatiori went as high as

5,~oO.'

One of Bishop England's first acts was to undertake an

extensive visitation of the region, to familiarize himself with

'+llWi 121. Gu11day adds that the Irish ohurchmen whoa
EnglanFh;d known "were among the greatest intellectual leaders
Ireland has ever seen, tt and he speaks of the impreSSion which
their "profound theological lea.rning, their hold upon the
canonical teaching of the Church, • • • and above all, their love
of' liberty" must have made upon the young Father England.
5'.lBJrS.., 5'06 •
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his diocese at first hand.

Scattered through the three states

embraced by the diocese he found a poor, timorous flock, spiritually paralyzed by the great lack of priests and of organ l zed
catholic parochial life.

In some regions people who had been

next-door neighbors for years dtscovered for the first time durin
one of these visitations that they were also fellow Catholics.
In the course of this first visitation, and also the later ones
whioh he made, England :followed the saroe pattern of searching
out the Catholics of

the~

backwoods communities, organizing them

into parishes, which would enjoy periodic priestly ministrations,
and where the Catholics would gather each Sunday, in the absence
of a priest, to read the Mass prayers in common,

The Bishop

would also preach, often enough in the local Protestant Church,
administer the sacraments, baptize, and rectify marriages, thus
maintaining at least a mtnimal contact between these scattered
members of the Church and its sacramerital life.
In an attempt to instill some sense of unity and

~irection

in his subjects, and to provide at the same time against the
revival of the property and disciplinary oonflicts which trusteeism had calmed in Charleston and in most other Major Catholic
centers of the nation prior to his arrival, Bishop gnglam
determ:i.ned to organize his d iocase upon a consti tutional basis.
The Constitution of the Diocese of Charleston
1n September, 1823.

'WHS

published

Although branded as "democratic" and a

dangerous precedent by Archbishop Marechal of Baltimore and by

4,
Bishop Conwell of Philadelphia in letters to Rome, the Roman
authorities, once they had studied a secret copy of the document,
could not be induced to take any steps against Bishop England's
constitutiona.l approach to diocesan affairs.

6

Divided into seven main sections, the Constitution treats
such major topics as Church doctrine, government, property, and
membership, and makes provision for an annual Diocesan Conven7
tlon.
The sections dealtng with Church govel'n.TJ1ent and Church
property were ca.refully ann skillfully drawn with the help of
leral advisers.

Stressing the primacy of episcopal power over

diocesan affairs, these provisions obviated in Charleston a
repetition of the disgraoeful episodes Which abuses of the

.

8

trustee system had precipitated in the AmeriCan Church.
The sIxth section of the Constltu..tion provided for tHe annual
convocation by the Bishop of

e,

Diocesan Convention to be composed

of a House of the Clergy and a House of the Lay Delegates.

This

Convention was not considered a part of' the eccleSiastical
government of the Diocese.

Rather, in England's o'Wu words, it

6Conwell wrote to Rome in 182;:

"If this Constitution or
4tmocrltt! method of ruling the Church be approved by the Holy
See, it mght be necessary to extend. it to all the dioceses here,
and it would mean the qu1ck collapse of the American Church."
~.t

362.

7

~.,

366.

8Ibid ... 370-371.

was "a body of sage, prudent, and religious counsellors to aid the
proper ecclesiastical governor of the church in the

~ischarge

of

hiS duty, by their advice and, exertions in obtaining and applying
the necessary pecuniary means to those purposes which will be
most beneficial, and 1.n superintending the several persons 1tbo
have oharge thereot; to see that the money be honestly and beneficiallyexpended • • • • "9 Both houses met separately, elected
their own otf'iciHls, aml followed their own agenda.

Acts of the

Convention became binding only when passed by a majority of both
-houses and approved by the Bishop.

The Constitution expressly

denied to the Convention any authority over such matters as
Church dootrine, Church discipline, or ecclesiastical appoint10
ments.
Until 183 0 separate conventions were held tor South
Carolina (1823-1838) at Charleston, tor North Carolina (1829-1831)
"

at Fayetteville, ann tor Georgia (1826-1835) at Augusta.

In

1839, 1840, and 1841 General Conventions at Charleston took the
place ot the local gatherings.

Atter Bishop England's death no

further oonventions were held.
9l..J;U4., 375.

10speaklng fourteen years later, England said of the Constitution: "By its provisions the l1m1.ts of our several powers and
duties are accurately defined; it has prevented discord, it has
banished jealousy, it has secured peace, it has produced efforts
of co-operation, and established mutual confidence ann affeotion
between our several churohes, as well as between bishop and the
churches • • • • " ~., 377.
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Although the convent1.ons were rich in discussion of Churoh
problems of the oay, they were a nisappointment to Eishop England
in their failure to obtain adequate financial support for the

Diocesan Seminary and for the Un, ted St§,te§ Catnol:ts Miscellanx.
Writing in 1850, Orestes Brownson observed that, whatever the
shortcomings and failures of these annual conventions, they did
have one signifioant achievement to their credit.
The trustee system whioh had inflicted such dire evils
in the diocese of Charleston, as well as in several other
dioceses of the Union was curbed and broken; the
unlimited control of laymen over church property and
funds was subJeoted to the provisions of a constitution
whioh regulated their rights and privileges; and the
representative system was adopted in a way to satisfy the
cravings of a few tor distinction, and yet to make them
weary of the trouble and formality.ll
Bishop England took steps in another direction to
.trengthen the Catholic life of his diocese by inaugurating a
program of Catholic elementary and htgher education, in the bope,
"
"

not only of creating a more intelligent laity, but also of providing the diocese with the priests it so badly lacked.

His

educational efforts began to take definite form with the opening,
in January, 1822, of the Philosophical and Clas sical Seminary of

Charleston, offering pre-oollege courses in English, belles12
lettres, claSSics, mathematics, and philosophy.
The academy,
Which he aimed to make one of the outstanding prep-schools in

l~uoted ~., 379.
12

~.,

334.
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the South, got off to a fine start, and by the second year had

an enrollment of ninety boys.

In its early years the academy

enjoyed the support of some of the leading Protestant families of
Charleston, but this patronage ended in the 1830's with the
upsurge of anti-Catholicism in America.
Intimately connected with the academy was the Diocesan
Semi.nary, which also opened its doors in 1822.

Although the

Sulpician seminary of St. Maryts had been in existence for several
decades, Bishop England undertook the burden of opening and supporting his own Diocesan Seminary because he believed that the
French regimen of St. Mary's was "unfitted to create a clera
13
distinctly American."
From his first days in America BIshop
England was convinced that the interests of the Church in this
country would best be served by a clergy which umerstood and
respected the non-Latin mentality of :'Americans. 'The formation of
"

.'

an American-trained, American-minded clergy remained o,ne of the
Bishop's major objectIves throughout his episcopate.

Indeed,

only the strongest of conviotions on this point could have moved
Englan n to continue an institution which waS such a drain on
t~e

meager resources of his diocese.

finances and the tact that it was

Despite its straightened

u~erstarfed

to the point where

the Bishop, himself, Was forced to take up a good share of the
teachlng burden, the Seminary did have its success.

-

13~., 476.

The words are Gu11day t s.

By

1829

England reckoned that he had ordained some twenty from the
seminar7 to one or more of the ma.jor orners, and, although only
eight of this number eventually remained to labor in the
diocese, such an increase in the body of dependable priests in
the d iocesewas a sign of great hope.

Unfortunately, fund s never

quite kept pace with applications, and, in the 1830's, the Bishop
round himself forced to turn away otherwise aoceptable young men.
Although his main educational efforts were d.irected toward
boys and candidates for the priesthood, the Bishop of Charleston
also made provision for the education of girls.

In January,

l83J, the School for Young Ladies was opened :l.n Charleston, to
afford young girls an elementary educa.tion.

The School waS

conducted by the Sisters of MerCJof Charleston, a diocesan oongregation formed under Bishop England in 1829.

In 1834, he

brought the Ursulines from Ireland, Vho, the following year,
opened the Ursuline Academy for the seconda.ry education of
girls.

14

By the end of the first decade of his episoopate, Bishop
England felt conditions in his diocese suffiCientlY secure to
allow him to make his long-overoue visit to Rome.

This was the

first of several trips which he was to make to Europe in the
1830's 1n whioh he not only strengthened his connections at the
Vatican, but also secured priests, nuns, and financial support

;0
for his diocese.

In add! tion, England was able, in the course ot

these travels, to supplement his knowledge of European affairs,
and in particular to gain first hand experience of certain aspects

of Church-Btate relations in Europe.
From 1833 until 1837 BIshop England held the post of Apostoli
Delegate to Haiti, an aSSignment which took him to Europe several
times, kept him away from Charleston, and gave him a thorough

schooling in the vagaries through which Church-State relations can
sometimes pass.

The Haitian government had opened negotiations

with Rome in 1832 for the restoration of the hierarchy, which had
been destroyed in Haiti. by the revolutions of l'Ouverture and ot
the emperor, James I.

Gregory XVI asked England to undertake

the mission, and England acceded to the request, carrying on the

.

tiresome talks for the better part of four years.

1837, the clear determination of the

~Haitian

1,

Finally, in

government to retain
"

an un-canonical hold over the local hierarchy brought Bishop

England's mission to a fruitless conclusion.
While his primary conCArn was for the welfare and. progress
of his own diocese, Bishop England attained national prominence

in America, both within and outside of the Church.

The fact that

he was Hishopof one of the poorest and least significant sees in

the nation did not prevent him from maintaining an active interest
in the well.being and progress of the entire American Church.

-

1;Ib1.d., I, 273.
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Discipline and

or(~er,

he felt, were among the Church's greatest

needs at this period, and to this end, trom his first years in
Charleston he urged upon Archbishop Marechal the convocation of a
National Synod

n in

which we might all encourage each other and

fix upon some common rule of conduct."

16

Obvious ly he had in

mind the example of the Irish hierarchy, with its frequent meetings to plan policy, and, in case of need, concerted aotion.

His

attempts to promote a similar program in the American hierarchy
did not bear fruit until 1829, when, at the insistence of Rome,
Archbishop Whitfield, Marechal's suocessor in Baltimore, oonvoked
the First Provinoial Council of Baltimore.

In this and the

ensuing provincial and plenary councils England played an aotive
role, and lived to see his efforts rewarded by the tnner strength
.
17
which these gatherings gave to the American 'Church.
England fS efforts for a national:.counc11 and his enthusiasm
for republican ways early estranged him from Arohbishop MareChal
ana the "French party," an estrangement which his outspoken
opposition to French influence in the American Church d 1d nothing
to heal.

18

The French clergy, for all their zeal and learning

16l.2.!U., II, 79.

17~., 117, 25'3.
lBpor examples of the painful character of England's
relations with Marechal see Guilrlay, Jr..12J4.., 489, ,37.
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and holiness, were hurting, not helping, the Church in Am.erica,
he contended.

Their failure with the language, while a minor

point, had the etreet of labelling Catholicism as a foreign
import.

More serious, he felt, ¥tns the hostility, or at best,

the apathy, of these men for the political and social forms of
their adopted country.

19

As a result, England, while he became

a man of prominenoe in the Amerioan hierarohy, never exerted any
wide inf1uenoe upon his fellow bishops.
Among non-Catholic Americans Bishop England's prominence and
influence stemmed from two sources:

he was the most vocal of the

American Bishops of his day, utilizing both pulpit

a~

press to

explain and defenn the Churoh and its teaohings; at the same time
he had an appreCiation and loyalty for America and its ways the
like of Whioh had not been seen 1n a Catholic BIshop since the
days of John Carroll.
It was the

UA1~ed

qtlteg

C~tbo119

Mlso!llanI which first

brought John England to the attenti on of AmerIca, for the
Misoe.lanl could well be,called John England in print.
issue appeared on June

5, 182?

The first

From the start Bishop England

conceived of the MilcelllBI--the first permanent Catholic
periodical in the United. States--as a national organ of the

19For a oritici •• of Bishop England's contentions on this
point see Thomas T. HeAvoy, "Farmation of the Catholic Minority
in the United States, 1820-1860," Rev1~ at Polttis§, X
(January 1~8), 13-3~.

American Church, 'tlith the Sane function as the religious publications which almost every denomination in America hed "for the
exposition of its doctrine, the communication of facts, and, it
necessary, the vindication of its tenets."

20

DYer the years pursuance of these objectives brought from
England's pen to the pages of the MiscellAnr a large number of
very capable essays, often in serial letter form, explaining
Church doctrine, dealing with areas of Catholic-Protestant conflict, treating the course and problems of

Chl~ch

history.

In

\

the oourse ot a number ot these essays Bishop England took
occasion to express views on various prOblems of Church-State
relations, in some essays just inc1dentally, 1n others at great
length.

To the latter category belong Bishop England t s "Letters

on Po11tical Measures About Ireland," and "The Republic in
Danger."

The series of eleven "Letters on Political Measures

About Ireland" appeared in the summer issues ot the

.H1~.ellaD1

tor

182,. The letters are addressed to England's old friend, Daniel
O'Connell, and were oocasioned by his position 1n the most
recent phase of the Veto Controversy, which had opened since the
Bishop had lett Ireland.

In particular O'Connell's support of a

scheme for subsidization of the Irish Catholic olergy by the
British government drew the Bishop's criticism.
20auilday, England, I, 45'5'.

The series of
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twelve letters entitled "The Republic in Danger" appeared in the
summer and ear ly fall numbers of the Miscella& for 1831.

One

of England's fullest treatments of Church-State questions, this
series took its title from an ant i-Cs.tholic article which had
appeared in the July 1, 1831, lssue of the evangelical SoutharD
He:Llg1og T!legraph of Richmond, Virginia, attacking Catholicism
as a threat to American liberties and rebuking those Americans
who were willing to continue to grant Catholicism religious
liberty.
Coamentlng on the charaoter of England's work for the
1~lsge:Lla.nYt

Foik Writ.s,

None of his Catholic contemporaries had hls profound ,rasp
of doctrino, nor had they the lofty tone with which he
embellished his \tIl"i tings. Possessed as he was of a very
high order of talent, and a quick, clear perception of
his opponent's weak pOints, he present'ed his facts in so
lucid and' logical an orner as to disarm all resistance
and convince even the most skept.ical. He was called upon
by the exigencies of his time to' make a defence of the
Catholic Faith. But for such a task he possessed the
faculty of presenting his ideas in a vigorous, persuasive,
yet inoffensive style, Which so perplexed his antagonists,
that in turn they were oompelled to soften the tone of
their own writings, and at the end of their controversies
with him, they learned to admire his candor, his match~isS
courage, and his firmness and gentleness of character.
Despite the high level at whioh the Mtsoellanl was oonceived and oonducted, it never received. the whole-hearted support
of American Catholics that it deserved.

From the very start

2lPaul J. Folk, fion.et Catholic Journalism (New York.

1930), 78.
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subscriptions were small in number and frequently in arrears.
The paper was

har~ly

six months old when England Was

for~ed

suspend publication in November, 1822 t for lack nf funils.

to

~ath

the resumption of publication in January, 1824, the Hiscellanx
waS

able to maintain a precarious existence, thanks la.rgely to

the contribution of money and labor which England, himself, his
sister, and several of his clergy made, although it continued to
lack general Catholic support, and even met with opposition in
.
22
Catholic an~ clerical oircles.
England continued to edit the
Mlsge.+anx until his death on April 11, 1842.23
The other source of England's prestige in America was his
Dower 1n the pulpit, a power whIch brought him a rare honor in
the hIstory of the American ep18copate--an invitation to speak
before Congress.

"the Address Before Congr·ess" waS not delivered

before a regular session of Congress .j:but at a Sunday
service.

In the early years

~r

rel~.glous

the Nineteenth Century

Sa~0ay

religious services were held in the hall of the House ot
Representa.tl VeS, and were attended
government and WDshlngton SOCiety.

by

figures prominent 1n

England was invited to speak

22llU.s1., 89.
23After Bishop Englandts death the ~isgelhanz was continued
Charleston, Bishop Ignatius
In 1861, however a. great
tire in Charleston destroyed the office of the Ivfisceilan,y as well
as the Cathedral and the Bishop's House. After this disaster
publication was not resumed.

by his two succe~~ors in the See of
Reynol~s an(f Bishop P·atriek Lynch.

rr------------,,6
at such a service on January A, 1826, as a result of a sermon
which he preached on Christmas DaY, 182"
church in Washington.

in St. Patrick's

In this sermon he had dealt with an anti-

Catholic address which John Quincy Adams, now Pres1rlent, had
delivered while Secretary of State in 1821.

Bishop England,

himself, has lett us a picture of the soene that January day.

the day I f'i.lled the Speaker's chair I was indeed a
show, and all WCishington must have thought SOl for the
throng was so great that the President found t very
difficult to get int and when in. much more so to get a
seat. Upon my arrival • • • I found vast numbers returning without a hope of getting upstairs, so as even to
see int-and for once I must own I felt ashamed at
hearing my own name proclaimed by my friends Haynes and
Ham1lton of South Carolina, who formed
bodyguard.
whilst 1n all the pomp of Prelacy I struggled through
and heard the procla.ation renewen still to make way for
me to enter • • • When I was done I certainly felt a
very extraord1nary grat1fication at the intense attention with which I was h!':ard, and that every face seemed
to say • go on.' But I thought two hours enough for them
and for me,--I made th9 Sign of the eross, an' my
grat1ficatlon was indeed increas.ed by the vast and
respectable portion of the assembly that exhibited 1t.s
faith. 24
.'
On

m,.

The present text of the "Address" wus not necessarily the one
followed by England on the actual occasion, for it Was not committed to writing until after the event, the Bishop relying upon
his memory and the aid of sorne notes taken on the spot.

The

"Address Before Congress" ranks with the "Letters on Political
t.{easures About Ireland" and "The Republic in Danger" as a major

24Gu11Clay, England, II,

,2.
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source of !3i!3hop England's Church-5tate views.
courageous airing of several Church-Btate

A frank and

p~oblems

oocupied a

good deal of the "Address, If and the vie't,rs expressed are rendered

all the more weighty in view of the oircumstances under whioh
they were uttered.

It is to a detailed consideration of these

views that "re now move.

In a religiously mixed society the baste problem of ChurchState relations is the issue of rel i..gious tolerati.on:

shall the

law make allowance for the co-existenoe of more than one re-

ligious denomination withIn the same civil society?

Permtssion

by law to exist am f\1nction as a group 1s perhaps the greatest
benefit which any body of dissenters, whether religious or
political, can attain in a

c~vil

society.

Conversely, one of the

strongest weapons whioh a political society'can wield against
political or religious dissenters is the weapon of intolerance:
the denial by law of the very right of "the. group to exist.

In early Nineteenth Century America the Catholic Church, as
the major group in dissent from the prevailing Protestantism or
the nation, found the question of religious toleration an important one, that of religious intolerance a preSSing one.
group charged with the hypocrisy of

~emanding

As a

toleration far

herself in AmerIca. while she denied that same toleration to
dissenting groups wherever she reigned supreme, some answer had
to be found.

Bishop England was the fIrst American Catheli.

churchman of prominence to attempt a fairly comprehensive

5'8
treatment of these fundamental relations of Church and State-religious toleration, persecution, union of Church and State.
It should be noted from the start that Bishop England is
clearly aware of a false form of liberalism which results in the
compromise or denial of truth.

The liberality of the Roman

Catholic "is not that unreasonable, unmeasured abandonment of
every princ1ple of common sense, and of religion, which places
truth and falsehood upon a level • • • • "25'
Bishop England poses the problem of religious toleration by
asking whether any government can "require any man to sustain a
religion by an act that

he

believes to

be

contrary to God's law

or revelation, or subject him to any inconvenience for refusing
to sustain it • •

.1"

26

The answer demands first an analysis of

the general power which government has to enforce any given cours

of aotion.

The oourse of aotion which a government wishes to

enforce first must be morally good;

it

•

must be injurious only to

a few and benef1cial to the many; and so necessary for the attain
'lnent of the end of the government, that, if not enforced, that
end "can scarcely, if at all,

atta.ined • • • •" vJhen such
cond1tions are all ver1fied, "the 1ncUv1dual or the rew
be

2'Th. Work! ~ 1bl Right RevereHd l2hn ~gland (ed.),
Sebastian G. Messmer~leveland, 190 5, v, '5 •
26~., IV, 487-488. It is not of the right and the duty
of the Church to sit in judgment upon questions of c'octrinal
rectitude that Bishop F~rlgland speaks when he treats the question
of religious toleration.

79
Ldissenteri7 are obliged to conform or leave the COMMunity. n 27
APplying these principles to the sphere of religious legislation,
Bishop England atteMpts to describe the powers of religious
legislation which e government may possess on occasion.

At the

heart of religious legislation lies the presupposition that God
has revealeo a particular manner in
shipped.

~lch

He wishes to be wor-

Religious legislation sets tor its purpose the enforce-

ment of conformity to that system on the part of all oitizens,
but a government may so legislate legitimately only when it
satisfies oertain conciitions.

In the first place, it must be

"infallibly certain that the law or revelation is exactly what
.[the governmen!7 proclaims, and has no grouM whatever that the
recusant 1s in error."

28

Without such infallible certainty, no

government can hold a man to any act which he finds oonscientiously object1onable, nor punish him tor retusal to so aqt.
Even when a government may be said to have suoh oertitude about
the unique truth of the religious system it proposes, still it
cannot interfere "with the aonscienti ous rights of intlivi.duals,
nor can it restrain their profession or acts, except it be
specifically charged with this duty by that power whence it
derives its authority • • • • "29 Now the author of the Christian

-

27l.lU.d.., 488.
281lU"d., 489.
29~.
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religion, continues the Bishop, never gave to any civil government "any such power by delegation special I)r general; consequently, if any govern"'lent clatms such power, it must be shown
thBt it is derived, like all the other powel's which it possesses,
0
from those Who created It."3
There is one further principle which must guide a government
pursuing a policy of religiOUS conformity, even when that government has met all the oonditions just mentioned.
1S this:

The principle

"when religious error has made considers.ble progress

1n the state, and • • • it is impossible peaceably to correot the
evil, the government must permit its existence even though it do
not approve ot, or oountenance the Same:

tor even a considerable

minority posse8S rights of which they oannot be divested; and,
in this case, the evil of oppressing a large body of citizens,
~o,

though in religious error, yet are otherwise in the peace

of the state, would produce serious evils to the community at

large."
ciple.

31

Even Christ, says England, subscribed to this prin-

The case i8 that of the tares sown through the wheat;

"both spring up together:

and yet the Saviour declares that we
must leave the time of separation to his own harvest • • • • "3 2

-

30ll1.ls1.
3ll.ll!£., 490.

32~. The text cited is a classic one and had been used to
the same purpose by John Milton and Roger WilliaMS, although
there is no indication of what influenced Bishop England to adopt
it.
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In summ.ary, the Bishop would allow religious intolerance, or
enforced conformity
three conditions:

by

the government, upon the fulfillment ot

such unanimity of government and people on

the matter of relig1_on "that there could scarcely be found an;,
body

of dissenters worth notioe"; again, oertainty, based upon

infallible testimony, of the unique truth of the religious system
enforoed; and, finally, the aoquiescence in such a policy
those who are the source of

politic~al power in

or

the nation. 33

It is the second of the conditions which rend ers the very
idea of a government enforcing oonformity with any Protestant
creed an absurdity.
Ne can understand how an infallible church might feel
warranted in drawing up a formulary to be received;
but we are t ota 11y at 2. los s to know how a body which
claims no infallibility can presume to sa7: 'Though we
are fallible, yet we are 80 certain that we give you
what God has revealed, that unless you receive it, you
are in gross error •• •• ' Catholics, whilst they
laid down doctrine, claimed to b~ infallibly correctt-all the separatists lai~ down the doctrine with equal
preCiSion, and said-wtNeighbors, we are certain we are
right, though we say not that we are infallible; and
we are quite certain that Rome is wrong; am we are quite
certain tha~ all other separatists are wrong. We alone
are ri ght l' 3'+33~., 4<)1.

34 Ibid., I, 25'. He goes on to say: "The world couln not
tempt them to say that they were infallible; but the~f always
acted as if they were, anrl they killed more C~tholtcs for not
yielding to the1r infallibi1 tty, than Ca,tholics killed
separatists for denying their t 8. n
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On the other hand, it 1s theoretically possible for rel1gous

conformity (legal intoler-snca) to be a government policy '-'1here
the Catholic Churoh is the religious system to be enforced.

Even

in this ease, however, once the dissenters from Cat"lOlicism become
numerous, even though they should be "only a feeble minority,
the first oondition oeases to exist; and, if in addition • • •
the public will should be dissatisfied at the continuance of
this power in the government," the government should oease immedi-

.

ately to enforce oonformity.
Although

gover~ment

3$

enforcement of religious conformity

could be justified under the conditions prescribed, it was
Bishop Englandts conviction that persecution of dissenters was
never justified.

For, as he saJ.d in the "Address to Congress,"

he knew "of no power given by Got! to man, or to any body of men,
In the Christian dispensation, to
temporal
error."

~esoription

36

in~lict

any penalty of a

upon their fellow;;'men for mere religious

Perhaps the most snasi va argument agatnst the use of

force for attaining religious conformity lay in the evil consequences often attendant upon its use.

"Persecution has frequently

made hypocrites," he observed to O'Connell 1n 182;, "1 doubt
37
whether it ever made a convert."
Governments have, u~er the

3$lW.., IV, 492.
36l,W.., VII, 3;.

37l.lU!1., VI, 1;.
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pretext of protecting religion, "enacted laws too cruel for
Christian governments to execute, indulged the spirit of rapine

ane revenge, ann oommitted in the name of GoO deeds incompatible
38
with his attributes • • • • "
Turning his attention to the policy of the Cathnlic Churoh
and

the use of force, he observes that the spirit of religion

should be one of peace and mercy.

God commissionerl the Church

Uto teach his doctrine,--but he did not commission her to
39
persecute those who would not receive it •• •• n
Following
the example of Christ, the Apostles went forth "in the simplioity

of their testimony • • • to convert the world.
their own blood

•••
40
•"

They gave freely

but they shed not the blood of their

opponents • • •
Again, the Church "has no d1.vine authority
to make a law which shall strip of their property, or consign
to the exeoutioner, those whom she conVicts of error."

41

Bishop England was familiar with the eounterassertlons of
Protestants that it is a doctrine of the Catholic Church that
heretics are to be perseouted.

He defied anyone "to produoe a

Single doctrInal decree of any Pope in favour of persecutIon for

-

38l.!11d., IV, 491.
39lll.1s:l., VII,

40

lW., 36.

41,lW., 38.

3,.

rr.....-------heresy."

42

-..
64

Although some Catholic theologians have askerl the

question "whether it is la\·if'ul for temporal rulers to make laws
against heresy as an evil, and to punish those who would establish or perpetuate it," they are divided, and as yet the Churoh
haS never deoided for or against either party.

43

The Churoh

"rejeots, detests, condemns, ani1 reprobates heresy, an~ not
44
heretios."
In proof of his contentions, Bishop England cites
the policies of those oountries where Catholioism re1gned
supreme.

Most categorically he states that "Protestants never

oontended for the right of

oOl~olence

in

Na~,

and

never sealed

it with their blood 1n that region or in Sicl1y, nor in the states

of the Churoh, nor In Brazil; yet In these and several other
spots of the universe, Roman Catholics may anrl do leave their
Church, and openly profess having thrown. off their mental
allegiance."

4~

On the other hand persecution for religious, error

has been "laid down by Lthe Protestant Churche.,i7 as the principle

by Whioh they themselves ~i7 guided.

It is to be found ex-

pressly embodied in their confessions of faith • • • • "46
Although Bishop England adamantly contends that the

42

l!!JJ:1., III, 191.

43lJ2.1.q., 185.
44-l.lU.d., v, 511.

4,.xw., II, 455, 358.
46~., 373; als(') IV, 47<:).
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Catholic Church in no way inflicts persecution for error!':'! of
faith, he does ad.mit that "Roman Catholic temporal governors and
legislators did at times inflict LPun1shmenti7, not generally for
error, but for its consequences to civl society."

47

So, while

the Bish0P of Charleston was for closely oircumscribing the
activity of the civil power in enforcing religious conformity,
he does not deny the right and duty of good government to
suppress and punish dissenters "if • • • the peace of society
48
is disturbed, or the public morality corrupted • • • • "
This
is a power belonging to the civil

gove~ment

by

its very consti-

tution, independently of any connection with religion.
In IUshop Engll9.nd t s treatment of Chureh-State relations the
is sue of religious toleration seems to be concernef' prima.rily
with the conscience rights of the individual and of minor1ty

groups.

But his treatment of Church-State relattons, as

e~pressed

under the alternative aspects of union of Church and State and
separation of Church and State, seems to concern itself primarily
with the full and proper functioning of the Church as a perfect
SOCiety with its own peeulia.r end, and of the State as a perfect
society with its special end.
The Bishop understa.Ylos the term ynion

'apply to situations

beyon~

~7Ib*d., II, 361.
481e.1!1., III, 191.

2f. Churcb

and Stal;,! to

the olassio type of union in

~mich

a

r..---__------.
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single religious denomination 1s recognized by the law as the
offictal and subsidized religion of the sta.te.

He would include

under the term any arrangement whereby the clergy or hierarchy
of a Church woulO be rendered directly dependent upon civil
49
gov~rnment.

He expressed his general attitude on union of Church and
State most. emphatioally in his letters of 182; to Daniel
O'Connell.

Referring to the proposal of the British govel"nment

to subsidize the Irish Catholic olergy, he brands it as equivalently uniting the Church to the State in

Il"elan~,

and, in his

opinion, "a total separation from the temporal government is the
most natural and satest state for the churoh in any ph,ce where
it is not, as 1n the papal terTitory, a. complete government of
churchmen. "

50

Behtnd thIs assertion lay BnglariPs oonviction tha,t "there
"

never was a union or church and state which did not bring
serious evtls to religion."

\1hatever compensations there may

have been to count<Ji"balance these evils, England merely reca.lls
that "the Founder of our Fa1th did not unite the church and
state •• • • " Historically he contends, the Church aoquiesced
in a union with the State only because she was faced with a set

49l.b.1d., VI, 77.

5'0l.1U4.
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of circumstances in which union was the lesser of two evils.

,1

It is his further conviction that in modern times schemes for the
union of Church and State have boen the work nf civil
rather than the nesire of the Church.

govern~ents

And, with rare exceptions,

the object of every government in taking the Church unrer its
protection has been to use the Church for its own political

endS~

The unhappy consequences both to Church and to civil society
which have followed trom union of Church and State shouln be
"landmarks for the reflecting."
i~morallt1

The "dark blots of papal

anc ecclesiastical simony" stainine the pages of

history are, in Bishop England's opinion, the result of union of
Church and State.

To union

~is

asoribable the worst persecutions

which the Churoh has had to end.ure, and trom it has conle
power of inflioting injury upon religion."

tt

great

Even to unite Churoh

and State just to the extent of supporting the clergy by government subsidy is to make "too strong a. combinatj.on against the
people and • • • dangerous to civil liberty •• __ "53

Elsewhere

he notes that a clergy financially independent of the government
1s, and throughout history has been, a barrier of defence for
the rights of the common people.

,1l.ll19..
52l12.!4.
53.!lUS!., 79.

5'l+l.QJ4., I, 286.

54 Union ot Church and State

rr-----------------.

.
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opens the door to perseoutions, for more than once statesmen have
used religious zeal as a pretext for carrying out political aims.'
personal observation of "the operation of the principle of a
church under the control of a lay power, leaves no doubt whatever
upon my mind, but that it ls, anii must inevitably be, most in-

,6
jurious to religion."

An arrangement of Church-State relations

such as obtains in America, where the government "happily does
not interfere with the religion of the people," clearly appealed
to Bishop England, and was an arrangement whioh, he told Congress
in 1826, it would "be wisdom and prudence and safety to
cont 1nlle • • • •

u,7

In his critioism of union of Church and State Bishop England
obviously emphasizes the danger of the subversion of the Church
to the political aims of the state.

At the same time, he did

not fail to see the possibility of a type of union in \!hicl:;t some
Churoh would dominate the State--ranging from the theocracy of
the Calvinist states to undue interference by the representatives
of .the Catholic Chu.cch in the purely civil concerns of politicnl
society.

Bishop England, as we shall see later, strongly attacked

the Calvin1.st sects on this score, charging that by their very
oonfessions of faith they were explicitly committed to a theory

" lR.!4., VII, 36 •
,6ll1JJ1., VI, 78•

,7l.h1d.,

VII, 32.

i;1'I
r.1',
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of Church-8tate relations in which the Church would completely
swallow the State.

It was on such groun(!s that the Catholic

Church was frequently attacked in early Nineteenth Century
America as a menace to the political freedom of the Republic.
Sometimes the (langer was attributeC! to the strong allegiance in
which every Catholic is helo to the Pope, sometimes to the presumption tha.t Catholics acknowledged in the Pope the power to
d1spnnse them from their c1.vll allegiance.
This allegation of interference with civil allegiance by
the Pope had occupied

B.

prominent place in the traditional

Protestant propaganda against Catholicism, corroborated, as it
apparently was, by the history of the reign of Queen Elizabeth
In England.

American Protestants, at any rate, made the charge

that the Pope had such a pm-Jer, though with \01hat Sincerity it is
impossible to say.

The charge was a

~erious

one, and, if

~ade

with impunity, coul(! have called into question the very wisdom of
continuing to allow such a body as CS.tholics to exis t in the
Republic.

For

this reason Bishop Englann felt compelleo on

several occasions to discuss the matter quite at length.
1825' he writes:

"God never gave to

In

st. Peter any temporal

power, any authority to depose kings--any authority to interfere
w1 th political concerns.

And any r 19h ts which his successors

might claim for any of these purposes must be deri ven from some

other source.

70

,,58

On several occasions he cited in octail the

questions subm:ttted by Prime Minister Pitt in 1788 regarding the
power of the Holy See in civil matters, and the replies of the
stx Catholic Universities of Europe, which were unanimous in
denying that the Pope or the Holy See had any power whatsoever
in clvil matters.

59

He explained that when certain Popes in the

Middle Ages released subjects from their civil allegiance they
were not exercising a power which was theirs in virtue of their
position as successor of St. Peter, but which was theirs by a

.

common, positive grant of all the Christ1sn rulers of the time.

60

Ho"rever, nit by no means follows, that at this time, in this
country, in violation of custom, right, snc law, the Pope, who
never made a contract with the people or government of this
nation, has any ri g ht
its concerns

directlY or indirectly to interfere in

61
••••"

The most important occasion on which
he
.,

dealt with this matter of papal supremacy and civil allegiance
was, in his "Address to Congress·' in 1826.

Here he reiterated

that it is not Us doctrine of our Church that the Pope has been
divinely commissioned either to depose kings or to interfere with
republics, or to absolve the subjects of the former from their

-

58~., III, 176.

59~., II, 391-395.
6o Ibid ., 160.

6I Ibid ., III, 398.

"

j
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allegiance, or interfere with the civil concerns of the latter. n62
In the same address Bishop England answered the related
charge thEt Catbolicism opened America to external political
interference, because thA allegiance "'hich Catholics owed the
pope could be used by Rome and the courts of Europe for political
ends in A-merica.

Already, in l8?5, he had written that even

should a general council make a law "requi.ring, unn er pain of
excommunication, the Roman Catholic citizens of the United States
to vote for no candidate for office unless he was a Roman Catholic, the Papists of this Union would disobey the law • • • for
the law would have been made respecting a subject not within the
jurisdiction of the council • • • .,,6 3 To ?rotestant renners the
example was, no noubt, more olausible than to Catholic readers.
Eeiterating his stand

th~, t

,::W,IDA

year, he asserted:

Pope and Cardinals, and all the powers of the

"Let the

~atholic

world

62~., VII, 41. Of the "Address to Congress, tt Stokes
¥Tites: 'Of all the addresses at the Sunday services • • • in
the hall of the House of Representatives probably none is more
Signif.·icant than that of the Catholic Bishop of C~rleston, the
wid ely respected John ];~ng land • • .. • LHiS addres§! was a model
of courtesy courage, and clear reasoning, and was devoted to the
cause of religion and the Chu:'ch. The -preacher discussed frankly
the 'essential distInction between the Homan Catholic Church
and every other • • • f Bish0p England' s stateMent is of special
value both because of its occasion and his high standing. It
helps to fill a gap in the scarcity of authoritative statements
on the theory of Church-State relations in this country from the
American hierarchy." ChUTcD anr. State, I, 503-504.
63vJorks, III, 151-152.

uniteil, make the least encroachment on

ltb!.7

constitution, ,.,e

v,rill protect it ,.."i th our lives • • • • iJijJe deny to Pope and
council united, any power to interfere with one tittle of our
political rights • • • • ,,64

The spiritual power of the Pope

"does not anr1 cannot cestroy the clai.ms which the government has"
upon the citizen.

65' In 1826 such protestations were novel--no

doubt hardly more than protestations in the minds of many
Protestant Americ8ns--ann therefore to be discounted es mere
propaganoEl.

Only time, and the proven record of loyalty on the

part of Catholic Americans, couli! make them more than protestations.

The behavior of Catholics in America's two struggles

",ith "Catholic" nations 1n 1846 and l8q8 would go far to provide
that record of loyalty.
In some respects Binhcp England's views on the various
problems of Church-8tate relations which we have here treated
,.rere greatly clarified in his discussions of these problems as
they are found in the past history of the Church.

Bishop England

had two reaS011S for dealing with the h1storica.l aspects of
Church-8tate problems.

In the first place he naturally leaned

toward using history in oroer to learn the lessons of the past
. . as aids to unaerstand ing the present and as guides for the future.

I

i

II

64 Ib1c., 174.

6,.lll1s1., 176.

i

,

I

!'")1
I
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In the second place, his;ory had been twisted not infrequently
to represent Catholicism as the Church 'tl/'hich traditionally had
stood for intolerance and persecution.
therefore, shoulrl be given Bishop

Some consid eratton,

"f'~nglarrl

's observations on

Church-8tate relations through history.
Bishop England felt that the tradttion inherited by the
earll Church left no place for union of Church and State.
had not united Church and State.

Christ

The early Christians, follov,r!ng

the example of the apostles, shed their blood but not that of
their religious op!,)onents and "were successful by that imitation."
i~hen

we ftnd the Christian pr1ncee of the Dark Ages using force

on infidel barbarians, we must realize that they "'ere act1..ng to
protect thelr own people a.nO property, not, as some historians
have asserted, "for the purposes of religi on at the instigation
of those who lai('l down their own lives in the conversion of those
barbarians."

66

About this time "the Chu""ch of Home

\vB.S

obliged • • • to

form a un10n with the Emperor of the Romans; the alliance ""as
originally useful, but ultiMately m:tschtevous;

~ret

perhaps 1. twas

a lesser evil than would be the ravages, the depredations, the

tyranny of the Italian princes • • • • ,,67

T h is was a 15 0 t h e

period in which the Greek Church enjoyed the protection of the

66~., VII, 36.

67.I:21tt., VI, 77 •

Greek Emperors.

Com"1ents England:

""'!e have in the history of

the Greek Church • • • one of the strongest

am

most melancholy

exhibitions of the fatal consequences of the domination of 'Worldly
pO\ver over the affairs of the church • • • • n

68

Economically,

the med1eval Church was broug!1t into too close a deperrence U1:Jon
tht::'!' civil state by the

benefices.

intro(~1·'ct:i.on

of the feuoe.l system of

Had this never happened, the Chm'ch ""TouIC ha.vA been

poorer, she m1 ght have been oppressed ," but she

,..roul~

not be

haunted by the merr.ory of the "debased churchmen" \l1h1ch the system
begot.

69

A bout this time the Popes began to exercise the po\<!er to

oepose princes and to absolve subjects from thetr ci.v1.1 allegia.nce
This power "Jas due to "a grant made by most of the sovereigns of
Europe at: several periods, when they were membe:rs of
church; they ap>')ointed him,

~"ho

8.

common

was their sptritual hean, as their
"
.'

common arbiter, am armed him with power to execute the common
law of nations • • • • u 70
by acquired rights, by

That 1. s \<!hy "by the custor:;s of the age,

\~ell-known

laws, and in the opinion of

every jurist," the Pope han a right to depose such sovereigns as

68 Ibid ., IV, 374. lie adds: "If re11g:i.on be made to depend
for its support upon worldly means, or the pow~r of princes or
states, it wi 11 become the s port of human folly, an<'l t he prey of
human passion."

69Ibld., VI, 77.
70 Ibid ., II, 160.
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7'5
Henry IV of Germany and Elizabeth of England.?l
It is an established fact, contendeo England, as he took up
the question of the enforcement of religious conformity which
prevailed during the Catholic ages of Europets history, that all
the peoples ann governments of Europe at that time believed that
there was but one Church to YJhose care hnd been entrusted the
",hole revelat:i on and power of the NevI Testament; and whose hierar72
chy was infallible when assembled in a general council.
Therefore, at this period, all the conditions required to justify the
enforceMent of religi ous conformity were fulfilled.

Accord ingly,

there was "no impropriety, \"hen they were unanimous in this
bel tef, in their vestjng a power in the government to protect
the chU1'ch, and in making it part of the duty of the civil
magistrate to prohibit the introduction of what all were certain
must be error:

ant! this not only because of its mere religioUS

incorrectness, but also because of the"schisms, strifes, violence,
and breaches of the peace which necessarily accompanied such
?3
innovations."
The question of persecution naturally suggests itself wherever conformity in religion is enforced.

?l~., III, 398.
?2 Ib• d ., IV, 4qO.
?3l.l2l5l., 4qo-49l.

Americ~~

Protestants in

Bishop .England's day, following the traditional line of the
Britts}} anti-Catlolic propagandists in charging that Catholicism
necessarily involved persecution, often ci tefl, by "'8.y of proof,
the history of the laddIe Ages, and, in partlcular, the enactments of the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215.

Bishop Engla.nd gave

these charges a thorough puhllc hear:l.ng in the cour se of his
"Address to Congress, n in which he posed the question with
Protestant bluntness:

"Did not the great Lateran Council, 1n

1215, cOMmand all prlnces to exterminate all heretics2 It then,
we are not persecutors in fact, it is because

,~

want the power,

for it is platn that we do not want the disposition."

?4

The

apologetic import of the question "ras great.
The BIshop' s reply followed the line he hlld taken the previous year in his study of the problem in Letter VI of the
serie s, "Cathol1.c Doctrine Mtsrepresented. t9

75

The Lateran.,

CounCil, he observes, condemned the Alblgenstan heresy in its
f.irst canon, and exoomr'lunica.teo the heretics tn the third
canon.

"Then follows

B.

c'lll'ectlon, that the heretics so condemned

are to be given up to the secular powers • • • to be ouly
punished."

76

Te~poral

lords were

enjoin~~

to clear their domains

?4 Ibid. , VIr, 35.
7'Ib~1., III, 148-157.

7~~b~d.,

III, 1

•

VII, 37.

He quotes the Latin text of the canon on

77
of heretics within a year,

un~er

pain of rleprtvation; a superior

lord, fai ling to comply with this injunction, was to be excommunicRteo, ane, if he remained i ntrnnsigent, his subjects ,.,ere to
be absolved of their allegiance and his territory to be delivered
to orthodox Catholics "who, having exterminated the heretics,
shall remain in peaceable possession."

77

In this directive, notes Bishop England, the Church's power
entled \-,i th the

con~emna tion

of the heretios.

of the heresy and the exoommunication

Beyond this the Church olaims no authority.

The council could, by right, make the doctrinal tlecision as to
the existence of the heresy, but it had no right to make the
temporal enactment.

78

As a matter of fact, he contends, a close

study of the recor(!s of' the Council will show that the temporal
enactment Was never intended as a canon of the Church, ana that
the Church had not, in fact, gone beyond "her consti tuti onal
juristllct1on."

The Lateran Council, he explatns, 'Was ttnot merely

a council of the Church, but it was also a congress of the
civilized world."

The spiritual

am

the civil power each had its

own legislative booy which d 1.d "its O\·/n bus iness by 1 ts m,Tt1
authority; and very generally the subjects which were decided
upon by one bo(!y in one point of vie""

77llWl., VII, 37.
78 Ib1d ., 38.

cane unner the cons 1C!erat1cn

r \"

,

78
of the other assembly in a differe!lt point of view. • •

•

tI

sepa'ra.te decisions were sometimes preserved distinct and separate,
"but copyists for their own convenience, brought together all the
articles regarding the Sa e subject, from \-,hat source so()ver
they were obtained. n

This explains how the canons of the

Lateran Council came to include the injunction regarding the
repression of heretics.

In the ecclesiastical council

tf~

third

!

canon had actually terminated with the e:xcommunicatj. on of heretics; t'the ancient records give no more as the portion of its
enactments."
of the

I'

The remaining part of the cr-mon "Tas the enactment

congress of the temporal powers • • • and thus, this

penal and civil regulation was not an act of the council, hut an
act of thf: congress; and it is not a canon concerning the doctrine
of the chuY'ch • • • _,,79

Concluding ,¥1th a' reference to the

record of American Protestantism, Eng:land actually excuses the
repressive clauses on the grOll.."'lclS that "passed by the Congress
of ambassadors, lthey weril by the 1 a'" of natlons good and valid:
"Thich, from the circumstances of the times seems to have been very
necessary, and is mo"-'e defensible upon just reasoning

• • • than

the clauses ",hich disqualify Catholics for offices in North
Carolina and New Jersey."

79Ibi0., 39.

80Ib1~., III, 153.

80

79
At the time ot' the Protestant Hevolt there was hari!ly a
European government 'Vlhich, to Bishop England t s knowledge, "had
not upon the grounri of the co-existence of Lthe above-menti onefJ7
three eondi tions, been the 'nursj.ng fathers
Church."

81

f

to the Roman Catholic

Adverting to the repressive Measures which these

Catholtc governments adopted against the infant Protestant movement, the Bishop lrrri tes that, no matter vIha t the s incert ty of the
innovators, the ,Catholics were firmly convinced of the truth of
their system.
they freely

"They had reeei vee! it from thetr progenitors,

profess~o

am

practiced, they \"ere in possession.

The churches were the ir • s, the property vws their' s, they vlere
uarranted in holding and defending them against the aggressions
of a newly risen and scarcely organized minority, whom they looked
UDon to be equally innovators for error B.nd aggressors UDon their
rights.

"82

It was th1.s riotous

am

.

anarchical element, so"

prominent in the early s.ctivittes of the reforr.1ers, which, in
Bishop f;ngland

fS

eyes, justifien the repressive measures taken

against them by eivll authorities.
Once an obvious stalemate bad been reachen bet"reen the
forcr::?s of CAthnlicism and organized Protestantism, hot-rever, all

81Ibid • , IV, 491. He adns: tfln some instances they took
good 1:!8.ges for their care • • • ."

82Ib1d ., It 233-234.

80
attempts to enforce rellgtous conforl"11.ty should have

cea~ed.

Yet, it is a fact of history that '\4ith the rise of the two great
religious parties, "strife ensued, persecutir')n wielded her destructive implements, hatred, contention, war, and rapine desolated the fairest portions of the civilized world."

\'J1thout

examining the grounds upon which to just1. fy their action, governtt~

ments gradually assumed and exercised
d lfferent religious systems.

power of enforcing

aoth "Cptholics and Protestants

went back to the Jewish theocracy for precedent and authority,
thus assuming to found their respective claims upon an analogy
which never did anf! never could exist."

83

But most reprehensible

and unwarranted was the policy of those governments ",lh1ch unC!ertook to enforce conformi tv to one or other brEmo of the ney,
Protestantism.

84

One of the favorite assertions of apologists for Protestantism
"

was that the Protestant Revolt had introduced separation of Church
and Sta.te i.lto Europe.

BishoD England was equally insistent

that, far from separating Church ane State, the rise of Protestantism, and particularly of Lutheranism, united the two most
firmly.

State support and control of religion was one of the

foundation stones upon which the Lutheran and Anglican in.110v8.tions

831bid., IV, 492.

84 Ib1d •

81
"rere built, 'While in the areaS yJhere CalvinisM '\Vas triumphant
the State foun(l itself absorbed by an all-povierful Church.
For the benefit of Protestant Americans 31shop Fngla'1.d quotes
a letter of

15'3 0 to Philip of Hesse signed by Luther, Helancthon,

anf! BuccI', along 1-:i th several lesser l:tghts of the reforM move-

nent:

·'Your highness is not ignorant in hOll great need our poor

miser8ble little ann abandoneil church stan<'ls of virtuous princes
and rulers to protect her • • • • ,,85

This early unton of the

Lutheran Church ",!ith the var10us national states lasted cmID to
mocern times, so that even to hts own (lay, F;nglan(l contends, "the
\

civil magistrate had the Lutheran clergy of Europe • • • un(ler
his control.

,,86

The chief reason ,,!hy the princes ant! civil magistrates of
EuroDe supported Lutheranism or any other of the new sects was
political:

by crushing the Church they woulr1 not only be enriched

by the seizure of Churoh property, but they ,-muld rid themselves

of the last great opponent of politicnl despotism.
spo11~.t1on

This

of the Church, by nepriving the clergy of financial

inrlepf'ndenoe, reduced theT1 to such 0irect nepenClence upon the
government that they becar€ ltttle ."ore than
mente

87

agent~

of the govern-

The Lutherans, he ooncludes, "have in the princi.ples

85'Ibid., I, 224.
86 Ib1d •

87 Ibid., I, 28,.286.

82
of • • • religious changes, done more to encourage, to support,
to

flatter, anfl to uphold Ltyrflnnz7, than had been (lone in

Europe for centuries before •• • • ff

\AJha. t

1s said a bout the

Lutheran Church apnlies equally to the Anglican Church and to
the Presbyterian Church in Ireland.

88

Clearly, Bishop Englanc declarec himself fully' in sympathy
with the prtnciple of religious

li~)erty,

"whlch would give

ema.ncipation to the Catholic in Great Britain • • • to the
Protestant in Spain and to the Christ1.an in constantinople.,,8 9
While

,,,e

must conti nu,e 'to m.ainta.in the distinction between

objective religious truth and error, nevertheless "such a declaration on our part ooes not involve as its consequence that we
~lieve

iJ

is
Ldisr,enters
and heretics

ought to be persecuted." 90

\'Jhile God will punish the criminal unbeliever in the next
worlC!, He has "left LiDen fA7 conscienc'e :free as regards
society. • ••

,,91

.'

Thanks to such civil and rel:lgious liberty

in America, the Cat!':olic Church in the United

St~.tes

during the

half-century prior to 1831 had made astonishing progress, and
there was not in all Christendom a country tn which "the 'laws of

the papal communion' • • • have less impediment cast in the way of

88

IbiCl., VI, 68-69.

89.I21U., 14-15.
90~., VII, 37.
911QJ&., VI, 15.

83
their administration, by the civil government, than amongst

us.

-

,,92

92.1.1U!1., IV, 459.

ClIAPTER III

BISHOP ENGLAND'S VIEvJS orr CI{Uf\CH-8TATE

HEIATlmlS IN Trill UNITED STATES
Bishop England hao a deep interest in America t s religi.ous
history.

The leeal position of dissenters, especially Catholics,

1n colonial America, and the process by",hich universal toleration
and equality of religion emerged in the

revolutiona~'y

era as

realities of American state policy, were topics which obviously
engrossed him, limi.teCl though his knowledge "'as because of 1nadequacy of sources.
His historical stud ies, particularly tr:- ose which dealt with
the religious situation prior to the Hevolution, and wit}! the
great revolutionary changes, proviCled him with a wealth or
apologetical material on questions of religious liberty and
religious equality.

Again and again he ans\l1ered Protestant charges

of Catholic intolerance with a reference to the repressive religious measures of the colonial legislatures.

"The object of my

study of history," he wrote O'Connell in 1825, "is to argue by
1
analogy. tt

lworks, VI,

54.
84

8;
The second reason for his study in this area of history was
that he might better understand his own times anc the forces at
work in them.

"The true key to the explanation of many of Lthe

difficulties blocking the advance of the Church in AmericA? is
to be found in a history which is overlooked or undervalued.

No

one will venture to assert that a generation is unaffected by
the position of that which preceded it:

and the vast majority

of the Catholic population of the United States are descendants

0

those men, of whose struggles • • • for the preservation of their
religion • • • I have endeavored to trace an outline."

2

His

treatment is indeed but a sketch, almost exclusively concerned
with Catholic toleration, but one which presents a picture the
general outlines of which remain true even today.
Everywhere in colonial America ftthere was positive, direct
e~'clusion

of everything Catholic. tI

3 .•. Several factors may pave

contributed to this situation, but in the final analysts it was
mainly the result of the unending, politically-motivated British
propaganda against Catholicism.

Bishop EnglanO was convinced

tha t this distortion of Ca.tholic doctrine and pract1. ce, the chief
factor in making persecution anrl intol(':rance of Catr.olicism
possible in colonial America, we.s politically inspired.

2l!!J..s!., IV, 2'14.
3 Ibid ., 278.
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flL!i7ist~rY has been perverted • • • to palliate the c r:J.'Mes com-

mitted by the dominant party tn Great Britain."

4

Again, because

Catholic France and Spain threatened to block Engla.nd· S "Jestward
expansion in America "it became a part of the settled policy of

,

the British governnent • • • to excite to the highest pitcA this
sectarian ant ipathy. It

Protestants had their differences am

their conflicts in colonial America, "but all agreed in a common
6
determtnati on of not tolerat tng Catholics."
In colonial PennsylVania there were no legal restriotions
on any man for his religious conVictions, but nit waf! not until

after a considerable lapse of time that any Cfl.tholics • • •
settled there. tt

7

Speaking of the reception of the Catholic s \\ho

fled to Pennsylvania from Maryland at the t lme of the Protestant
perseoutions there, England remarks:

"nor ",ras the term

'religious liberty' sufficiently und~rsto00 by the Quaker~ to
comprehend Catholic! ty.

It is tr1.1e, that they neither hanged,

"Jhipped, banished nor fined the members of our Church for their

4

ll211i.,

'l.!!iU..,

2 Q 9-301).

3')1.

6~., 268.

It is noteworthy that Bishop England exonerates
of responsibility for their o"m intolerance.
"L!Vowever "fe may deplore the sad mistakes of a people thus
systematically misinformed and eXCited, we must abstain from
their oondemnation." Ibid., 302.
th~colon1sts

7Ibld., 269.

87
faith • • • but there is that solemn, nistant, col(1, systematic
avoidance 'vhlch proclaims, in a way sufficiently intelligible,
the dislike and condemnation which one avoids to express by
words."

8

He complains, lastly, that Catholics in Pennsylvania

became liable to the penalties of English penal lavl in 1696 '4hen
the Pen!lsylvania legislature fail€o to extend to Catholics the
benefits of the act of \,illiam anc1f1ary exempt tng Protestant
dissenters from non-conformist penalties.

9

Naturally enough Bishop England devoted a good deal of atten
.
10
tlon to the history 0 f religious liberty in Maryland.
For
Bishop England religious liberty in America had its birth in
Maryland--Maryland, the living testimony that Catholicism and
rellg:i.olls liberty can coexist.

"This little Cathol:i.c society

made perfect religious liberty for every C}iristian the basis of
their legislation, and were the first who gave the example of
"

establishing religious freedom at this si<'le of the Atlantio • •
• • l!Jhe Virginia dissenter and the New England Protestant
Episcopalian vlere hospitably received • • • and not only

8

Ibid., 277.

9 Ibid ., 421. As a matter of fact, Catholics did continue
to enjoy a begrudged toleration as 3ishop England, himself shows
when he recounts the request of the Philadelphia congregatIon
early in the Eighteenth Century to build a church. The rf'lquest
Was subjected to interminable dela~rs ana red tape • .l!'!.1d.., 277.
10
Cf. Ibid., 219-221 where Bishop England displays a
thorough acquaintance with the major legislation dealing the
religious rights from 1638 through 1715.

88
protected in their civil rights, but admitted to a full participation of political power; and it was thus that Harylann, Catholic

Maryland at that time, led the way to the temple of reI tgious
liberty and to the concorn of brethren. tt

11

As a contrast he cite

the record of the Haryla.nd Protestants after their accession to

pO\ver.

vJith1.n a qua.rter of a century of arrival "the Catholics

of ifaryland founn themselves deprive(1 of their civil, religious,
and political rights.

This is but a faint outline," he observes,

"of the misconduct of that party which taunts Catholics with
bigotry and illiberality, and Which boasts of the great edifice
of civil and religious freedom, which the\! allege was raised in
our republic by the genius of Protestantism."

12

By the eve of the

American Revolution Catholics had been reduced to a handful in
l1aryland.
In Virginia, v.Tites Bishop England, the Anglican sett,lers
from the first "embodied • • • in their code, all the feroci()us
laws of England against the Catholics."

13

In New York, first

unoer the Dutch, and then under the English, the same policy of

llIbir3., 269. Nowhere does Bishop Klglanr'l advert to Rhode
Island's grant of complete religtous 1 tbert;T to all grou ps. Explaining the exclusion of the Jews froYll civil rights in Haryland,
he SAyS that "the Hebrews were not knm"n in the country, and were
not adverted
we shoulr3 suppose, merely upon that ground ••
•
.!!
l.lU:,d., III, 325.

LtsV,

l2 Ibtd ., IV, 27'5.

13~bid., 269.
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intolerance to¥rard Cr1tholics wnS fo llowed "unflinchingly. tt

14

In rie,." England the Puritans "would not permit those who
differed frorl them in rE'ligiou.s opinions to remain in their
colony."

1,

In Connecticut Catholic priests vlere forbidden to

enter the colony anti all citizens ,,'ere e-mpo",ered to arrest them
without a warrant.

16

The keeping of saints' days ano the pro-

hibition against the use of the

~

2! Common Erayer show the

narrow sectarian charactE?r of reiigious liberty in that colony.
Heresy waS punishable unrer civil law, and all were forbidden
by civil law to give

fo~

or lodging to heretics.

Conversion to

a heretical sect, s11ch as the Society of Frlen0s, was punishable
by banishment, with death for any banished person Who returned. 17
It was the South, the Carolinas and Georgia, that Bishop
England knew best.

He had travelled through the region and knew

it and its history firsthand.

In the Carolinas the Anglican
.,

Church "was fostered with peculiar care in the first settlements

14 Ibid., 268.

l'~. Although Bishop England does not do so an exceptio
to thts stater:lent should be made for the case of HhoJe Island.
l6 Ibid ., 470. There was only an occasional Catholic in
colonial Connecticut, \fhile the first Catholic chapel was not
?Ui1t until after 1820. Louise H. Greene, The Development Q!
~te1igious Liberty 1u Connecticut (New York, 1905), 340.
l?works, IV, 471. Bishop England's remarks are true
particula.rly of the perio(! prior to the third deca.de of the
Eighteenth Century.
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made in the vicinity of Charleston:

parishes were laifl and

ample provision secured for the maintenance of the clergy:

the

laws against Catholics formed a portion of the colonial code,
though indeed they were inoperative for the vlant of subjects
a,;:-ainst whom they coulrl be enforced. ff

18

In Georgia an act of

1639, notes the Bishop, provided that nall Christians (Papists
only excepted) shall enjoy the full, free, and undisturbed
liberty of thetr consciences."

19

Anti-Catholic sentiment in the

Carolinas was strengthened by the presence of la.rge numbers of
Scotch-Irish, and of Huguenot refugees exiled from France by the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

In Georgia, bordering on

Spanish Florien, the "enmity arising from border warfare and
occasional depredations, "ras • • • superadded to the sectarian
hatred • • • ; all seemed to merge itself in the single difference
20
of religion."
Colonial history gives

't amp 1e

evidence of the degradation of

the Catholics of the United States at the period of the Revolu-

tion.

They were sunk below the level of the negroes and of the

Indians:

few, poor, despised • • • objects of suspicions,
21
victims of persecution • • • • "

18 Ib1.d., 299.
19Ibid ., t.. 19. He adds: "It waS the sa.r"e in the other
provinces a.t this peri. od, as far s.s I can ascertain • • • ."
20 Ibid • t }11.

21
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Undoubtedly Bishop England discus·sed the per"lod of the
American Revolution and its impact upon religious liberty and
Catholicism with the last great survivor of that era, Charles
22
Carroll.
Writing of these years he shows his awareness of the
anti-Catholic aspect of the early revolutionary movement.

The

most palpably unfounded of the colonial complaints against Great
Britain, he

wr1tes~

"was the charge put forth by some of the

colon1es 1n their list of grievances, that the king of Great
Britain was a tyrant because he sought to destroy the liberttes
of the other colon1es • • • by favoring and sustaining, some of
them went so far as to say, by tolerating, Popery in Canada.,,23
This course of action naturallY resulted in Canada's remaining
loyal to England.
Despite the part intolerance of Catholicism had played 1n
fanning t'he flames of revolt against :Britain, the 'War

itse"~f

waS

responsible for the advent of complete religious toleration in
America.

"As Great Sri tain herself was led by her rear and her

necessities to relax her persecution LOr Irish Catholici7, so
too, the United States forgot the tyranny of tolerating the
Catholic religion, in their fear tha.t without Canadian aio they

22He tells us that his information regarding the mission to
Canada came "frOM the lips of Charles Carroll. tt lbid., 280.

23ll'W!.,

280.

might not be successful. tf

24
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But what began as a pollcy of

expedlency survived after the war, for tlnot only had Catholics
fought anc fallen in the revolutionary struggle; but Cathollc
France had

al~ed

witH her army

ann

navy; her Catholic Chaplains

harl celebraterl otn" offices in the camps and in the cities";
Catholics h('a received the public pralse of General \I;ashington;
and the nation at large had benefited

from the Sacrifices and

services of such Catholic leaders as Charles Carroll and John
Carroll.

2,

Although the post-revolutionary decades saw the old prejudices against Catholics lessen considerably, most of the states
"retained in one way or the other the

prinCiple of excluding
26
Catholics from places of trust or of emolument • • • • n
The
01r1

reason for this anomaly was that T'public opinlon may d emanc the
abolttion of an

o~>noxious,

or of a disgraceful statute, ar¥i yet

the prlvate opinion be, in great measure, unchanged as to the
supposed causes ",hich produced the diScarded pro vis ion."

27

In

Bishop England f s mtnd. the gradual change which wa.s taking place
in the attltu0e of American Protestants toward Catholics was due
to two factors 1n the post-war national scene.

-

24

First,

many

Ibid. , 281.

2'Ibid. , 282.

26 Ibld. , 302.

27.I!2.!.d.. , 3')3 •

1

I
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respectable members of Protestant sects had beCOr'l9 Catholics. 28
Secondly, the number of born-Catholics in the colonies\;1a5 being
s'lt!elled 'I.>'ith the immigration of' German ann Irish Catholics \\bieh
had set in during the last decade of the Eighteenth Century.
These were not the sole sources of new bloon.

The revolution in

San Domingo brought numbers of P'rench Cathol:tcs arm their priests
to the southern United States.

A sense of humanity and hospi-

tality prevailing over their inborn preju(lices, American
Protestants welcomed these "Papists U and soon learned to forget
tithe imagined abominations of the religion of these people."

29

The French Revolution brought to America an impressive number of
French refugees.

Bishop England recalls how poorly equipped. they

were, particularly the refugee priests, to make a favorable impression for Catholicism upon American Protestants--ignorant of
the language? knm.,ring nothing of Amettican customs,

nscarc~ly

recovered from the terrors of the atrocities with which their
• • • infuriated countrymen had disgraced the name of liberty,
and smarting unoer the wounC inflicted upon theTa in the name of
republicanism • • • • ft

30

Yet, the opportunity merely to live in

peace and practice their religion waS enough, says England, to

_.,

28 Ibid

_.

449.

29Ibid

30 r bid. , 448.

enable these priests 9.ncl laypeople to prove to the Protestants
'rlho toleratec'! them, that they, too, were 1"1en of Christian virtue.

Even f·J"ew England mellowed unner ti1is tnfluence, a!1(l 3:i.shop Eng~ite

lAnd could

that ttthe naMes of Hatignon and Cheverlls are

affectionately recollected by the sons of the Pilgrims."

31

Lastly, the accession of Louisiana and Florida to the union broug
into the Republic areas thoroughly Catholic in culture without ill
effects.

vii thin fifty years

t

time, concludes the Bishop, due to

the 'l;.rorking of these various influences. tfhave common sense, and
common observation • • • Protestant tnte1ligence and Protestant
honour made a serious encroa.chment upon ancient Protestant
preju~ices,

and folly, and injustice."

32

Bishop England was also a keen observer of probh'ms of
Church-State relations of the

A~erica

of his ovm day, as well as

a student of the history of those rela~ions.
Zion Missionarx, a Protestant

pu~lication fro~

In 1824 the-Mi.
Georgia, in dis-

cussing the current attempt in the Haryland legislature to Temove

the

re~tricticn

of civil rights

i~

the state to those professing

belief in the doctrtne of the Holy Trinity, added its own comment:

"Thts ts Catholic Haryland-free Ct'tholic Harylanr' of which

Bishop England boa.sts so much:--the only state in the Union where

31 Ib1d ., 449.

_.

32Ibld

9;
a religious test Is in force. ,,33

Englann replies that by this

time Maryland was more Protestant than Catholic.

"Be the present

Constj.tution good or otherwise, it Is not the work of Catholics."
In 1831, three years after the restriction had been repealed, he
referred to the fopmer exclusion of the .Jews from full political
rights as "ridiculous ann unbecoming. tt34
In 1830 Bishop England drew the attention of President
Jackson to what he considered two unwarranted intrusions by the
federal government into Church matters.

The second of these

cases had occurred in 1828 when -two troublesome f,'ominicans,
Rev. William Harold and Rev. John Ryan, in response to ecclesiastical orders to leave Philadelphia, appealed to the Department of
State and to the PreSident, who "rlirected a letter to be written
from that departMent, in wh:tch the cause of these two priests

LWail

countenanced by the government~U

l'ihat Bishop England

strongly objected to was the fact that the government had acted
"in such a manner as appears to interfere with the freedom of
agency of the spiri tual head of the Roman Catholic Church, and
to cause several citizens to dread that repetItion of such connuct
would be the commencement of a union of church and state, as well
as an unconstitutional medt!ling "'ith the affairs of our

33Ibld., III, 325.

4
3 l.lU:.[., IV, 492.

r~------------,
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ecclesiastical body • • • • ,,3, The Bish'ip writ es that in an
intervie\l the President "expresseo his coincidence with" the
views which the 3ishop had expre s sed in h1s letter.

It was

during the course of the Harold Case that Bishop England first
learned of the earlier alleged interference in Church matters by
the government from a remark of Fr. Harold claiming tha. t the
Jesui ts had appealed to the State Departrlent after Pope Pius VII
decided against them in favor of the Archbishop of Baltimore in
the dispute over the Whitemarsh farm.

According to Fr. Harold,'

the Jesuits had succeeded in having instructions sent to an
American diplomat in Europe ttto interfere in such a manner as to
exhibit the oPPosition of the federal government to the papal
decree • • • • •• 36 Contended England, u.tflhere 00 es not appear to
have been any constitutional ground for • • • interference:

yet

it is believed that such interference: has taken place • • • • ,,3?
However, subsequent investigation at the State Department failed
to reveal any records of the earlier incident, while the government failed in the seconrl case to pursue the matter to any great
length.
Article XXXII of the constitution of North Carolina stipulated that any PS"'son "who denied the truth of the Protestant

3'Iblcl., VI, 490.

36.IlWi.
3?Ib1d ., 489.
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rel1g"i on" '!",'as to be exclud ed from all offie es of trust in the
State.

38

Bishop England, "rho repeatedly taunted Protestant

critics with this provtsion, had the satisfa.ction of seeing its
repeal in 1835.

He vll'ites tht:lt for some years prior to the

actual repeal publtc opinion had conaid eren the claus e nead.
personally kne\,! of four

ca~es

He

in ",,,hich Cntholics '\-'ere knowingly

elected by their Protestant neighb01'S to public office despite
the presence of this restrictive clallse in the statutes.

Similar

clauses in the New Jersey constitution depriving Catholics of the
right to vote and of the right to hold office he attacked
equal Vigor, but din not live to see thetr repeal.

~Tith

39

In 1841 Bishop!i:ngland t s only known publication on the
growing controversy stirred up in New York by Bishop Hughes'
demand for a Catholic share in the school fund apoeared in the
H1f'ceJ.:1inr.

lie reprinted addresses by Btshep Hughes and

Ff:'ther .John Po'ltJer, but contented himself with a fe\-, general
remarks on the subject.

Referring to the denial of the Bishop's

request for .fun r1 s, he wrote:

"For our own parts, ve "lere not

disapPOinted by the result of the ap1')lication to the Bchool

boaril.

Indeed we expecten nothing else.

We ~~1te deliberately

38Stokes , I, 4 02.

39The right to vote was not granted until 1844; the right
to hold office not until 1912. Ibid., t1-35.

when we state that, probably, there is not a town or city council
in the United States that 'oJOulci have not decldec'l in the same way..
Do we then th:1nk. the decision just?
dishonest?

No.

Do we think the council

That Is not the ground of our opinion.

VJhat then is

it . ' ; e do not think it likely that a pulJlic bony can be found in
the United States which noes not, without its o"JU consciousness
or suspicion, think

an~

act under the influence of great prejudice

against Catholics, their clai1'l'S, their rights, their pr1.nciples,
their religion • • • • "

40

Bishop England's most thorough and inte:resting analysis ot
contemporary Church-State issues was mane in the series, "The
Hepublic 1n Danger."

The theme of the article in the Southern

ReligioUS TelegraJ2h which he.d occasioneo the series 'WaS the
familiar one in which the religious opnonents of Protestantism
were linkec1 with the forces of immorality, irreligion, and"
political necay.

America!1s are warned tha.t the Republic is in

extreme danger because of public immorality anc1 the grm,rth ot
Homan Catholicism.

The rapic rise of the nation's prospertty,

fa.r from being the assurance of an enduring republic, has
only increaseo the danger by causing widespread complacency
41
regarding the dangers of dri.nk and Catholicism.
"filet good

40y'orks, V,

74.

4l,llli., IV, 412.

r
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citizens look arounn them • • • at the encampment of the enemy,
and see the host"l. 1 e powers arrayed aga i nst t he repub 1 ic • • • •

..42

Intemperance, the first of these hostile powers, has destroyed
hundreds of thousands of Americans within the preceding decade,
while a mere 30::),00:') out of 12,000,000 Americans "have enlisted
in the ranks of those who have solemnl;! resolved to drIve out the
enemy."

43

Popery, the seoond great enemy, nhas invaded the land

and is laying the founeat1.on of an empire" with which "the
republic and its liberties cannot coexist."

There are Protestants

complains the writer of the article, who a.re ready to tolerate
the existence and spread of the kingdom of the Beast in the
United States, but who take offense at the "bigoted, rulE?s" of
good, patriotic Presbyterians.

n[JJt is well known that the

anti-Christian mora.lists of our times have more sympathy for the
monster that is forgtng chains to bind them, than they have" for
"

any denomination of enlightened Christians in the land • • • • tf
The writer then takes to task those tolerant Protestants who
regard Popery "as differing little from the religi,on of the
Bible • • • •"

The truth is, concludes the v;rlter, that if the

laws of the papal

OOIn.l'1Union

America, "liberty must die;

are alloweC! to he put 1.nto effect in

rrom

the na.ture of things, it is

r~

____________

~
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impossible for them to flourish together."
not himself, but the comMunity as a

~rhole.

44

The bad man injures
More so is this true

of an institution like the Cntholtc Church, with its "power to
excite the imag1.na.tion,

captiv~te

mind to forlns of ffuperstition,

the senses, ann enslave the

~'hile

no truth is brought to bear

on the consci ence or the heart • • • • ,,4,
What, then, is to be done about the danger t.o the Republic
from intemperance , Popery, Sabbath-breakers, gamblers, B.nd
"votaries of dissipation"?

It is the officials of the civil

government, insists the writer, Who have the responsibility ot
correcting the situation.

Thrusting at the Jacksonians, he warns:

"The danger to the republic from men of this stamp has been
increased by the fact that they fill some of its important places
of trust; so many of them had, by some means, obtained such
stations a year or t\.;o Since, that no·Christian could

spea~

plainly of the dangers to which this country was exposed, without
being charged with the crime of mingling with politics 1"

46

The

Jacksonians "seemed to regard the wise provisions of the Constitution LProhibitini7 the establishment of religion by law as an

44

Ibid., 1+13.

4'Ibid.

46 Ibid., 414.

r
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ordinance to consign thE! world of politics to the dominion of
47
inftdelity. n
Wi th this outspoken statement in mind, Bishop Englano proceeds to investigate the ideal state of national affairs which
the evangelicals seemed to envisage.
religion '''as their ostensible goa.l.
coulo and should be

legislate~

The reign of morality am
~.forality,

by governmont.

they presumed,
As they understood

it, morality was not the morality merely of the natural law, but
morality as detailed by the creed of some particular Protestant
(lenomina.tion or bloc of denominatIons.

"Whe instructions and

ordinances of the Church of Christ, they unblushingly aver, is
the only efficient means which has ever been known for saving a
people from gross ignorance, wickedness, and superstition."

48

Clearly, then, these ordinances must be incorpora.ted into the law
49
To attain this end the only possible course
of the nation.
• of

act ion would be to

~xclud e

unacceptable men from public offices,

and "fill them with persons "Iho wou]il encourage others. by their

47~bid. Stokes has the following description of the attitude
of the evangelicals toward Jackson. "A goorlly number accused him,
as they ha.d Jefferson. of being anti-religious. This was due to
several fp.ctors: his geneJ'''al liberaltsm an(l inrlepenclence; his
opposition to the anti-8unday mail campaign; and his refusal to
issue the usual fast-Ciay proclamation. His attitude on these and
similar matters waS due not to a lack of respect for religion but
to his determination to keep religion out of politics and to
advance the cause of democracy." I, 702.

48

v.Jork~!t IV,

49Ibld.. 475.

414.
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precept and example, to re(luce to practice the instructions and
ordinances of the evangelical association • • • • "

50

Thus, the

approach to moral reform was to be primarily political, through
the ballot box.

The evangelicals, contends England, really plan

nothing short cf gaining ascendancy over government policy by
excluding from office all religiously un(lesirable candidates.
This they will accomplish by nothing other than the creation of a
Christian party in politics "to consist of those whom they consider sanctifie(l or converted.",l

The power of this party,

charges Bishop England, was to be built up through Sunday schools
and other evangelical religious organizations such as mission
boards and temperance societies. 52
The reformation of public morals by law woultl attain only
half the aim of the evangelical party.
enemy infiltrating from without, the

There still remained the

C~tholic

Church.

Cle$r1y

and in no uncertain terms, it must be outlawed and destroyed.
This was to be brought about in two ways, says England.

First,

the Catholic Church must be identified with infidelity.

50 Ibid.,
.
468.
51 Ibid., 475.
52England justifies th.1s condemnation of the temperance
societie s on the groun<'! s tha.t non-Cathol.1c Southerner~ hB.r told
him of their refusal to jotn such societ.1es "because they looked
unon them to be only means used for extending the influence and
upholding the power of what t8 lntene ad to be a traligtous party
in politics.'" Ibid., 441.

103
Ironically, such a charge had a certain plausibility at th:ts
period in American history.

Until the 1820 t s there

haC)

exis ted

a small but vociferous free-thought movement in the United States.
Because of the link between polttical rights and religious profession which existed in some of the states, many adherents of
the free-thought moveMent ,,'eT'e subjected to political disabilities.

Naturally, infidels anCl free-thinkers were prominent in

the movement to clestroy this link between civil rights anr! religious profession wherever it remained.

As we have seen,

Catholics, and often Jews, as the only other major groups still
to suffer restriction of their ciVil rights on religious grounds,
"..ere also

intereste~

in breaking this bond.

As a result, they

were often found fighting for the same prOXimate objectives as
infidels, atheists, and freethinkers, and stood to profit from
whatever success the latter groups adhieved.

It was very .,easy,

then, for propagandists to ioentify -the Catholic Church with these
groups in the popular mind.

The second means to be used to dis-

enfranchise the Crtholic Church in the United States was to be a
propaganda

camp~lign

emphastzing the allegedly anti-republican,

anti-democratic character of the Catholic Church.

Since con-

tinued toleration of Catholicism must destroy liberty, Catholicism
could no longer be allo",ed to enjoy religious toleration. 5'3

5'3llli ., 469.
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Let us no'" talte up Bishop England's attack on this ,,!hole
Movement.

The \lTi tel' in the South8rp. Heligi OUS '!'ele £,rnnh had

complained thDt
program

rof

(l

emand s that the fe(leral government in!itt tut e a

moral reform ""ere !':.et ",1th the charge the t such demands

constituted a clerical meddling in politics.

He protested against

such a charge as unfounden, for the reformers 'l;lere not seeking to
bring about any union between their Church and the Feneral govern~ent.

The aim, counters Englann, was more serious than this;

nothing less than "to take Congress unrler the direction of the
Church" by "exclusion froM politicnl power of everyone ",rho is
not of the brotherhood. n51t

Englant' goes on to attack this

attempt at Church-State unton on t\10 gro'mflst

its unconstitu-

tionalit:;r ann its absolute lack of theoretical justification.

He

contenfs that the attempt springs froM a f81se theology and from
theocrattc principles ,,!hich are Europea,n in origin.
On

the queostion of unconstitutionality, England asserts that

for all their talk about preserving the liberttes of the Republic

54l..b1d. 475.

England was not the only man of his day to
take serIOUs i y the alleged attempts current to effect a'new
Church and State in America. Cf. Albert Post, Pouu~r Freethought
.1n America, 1822-1820 (New York, 19t "3), 213. Post treats the
origin of the Christian party in politics in a Fourth of July
Discourse delivered in Philadelphia in 1827 by Rev. Ezra S·~yles
Ely. "Ely's forthright proposal raise<'i a commot ion among
protestant elements • • • and Presbyterians were accused of
attempting to control the state to further their own schemes."
lbld.

10,
for their children, the evangelica.ls, in their attacks on both
the government and American Catholictsm, are clear'ly attemptinr
to undermine the religious-liberty guarantees of the Constitution,
one of the founclatlon stones of thE' hepublic.
As for the prograM. for the reform of m0rals, gngla.nd ind icts

it likewise on constitutional grounr1 s.

He i1'1terprets the attack

of the evangelicals on government as implying that government
officials Should show their support of morality by legislating
for the benefit of temperance SOCieties,
Sunclay-school societies.

nne

even of mission

Qln

Congress has no such power, he answers,

"to interfere directly or inrlirectly with the temperance
societies or education or mts s:tonary societies, or with the conouc
of

int'ividu~_ls

in respect to either.""

The scope of the federal

government's authority has been closely defined by the people,
an('! the

pf~ople,

recalls Bishop Englanl!!, never gave the national

government "any po"rer to regulate or protect morals or

rel~gion.,,?E:

UnCleI' the Constitution ''It never was conceded that the law of God

I
I

II

5'''Wur General Government has not power eIther to enact
that
shall abstain from meat on Friday or Saturday, nor that
. . 'e Shall eschew ,.,hisky on Sun<iay • • • • tt vJorks, IV, 479. He
carefully and explicitly confines his remarks to the federal
goverru"1ent because, firstly, "the efforts of the Levangelica17
associates are (ltrected to the act 1 0n of the federal government • • • ," am'!, secondly, "a contest m-:ght with more !.actlity
be maintaineo, to show that perhaps the state governments are not
altogether bereft of a power of religious jurisdiction? am 1 t
could, I think, be established that they are clothe0 wlth jurisdiction to preserve an(l to guard the public morals • • • • n
l:Q.1q., 486.

,·,e

,6 Ibid.. 484.
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as understood by anyone division or any number of divisions.
was to be given as a rule to guide or restrain the legislation
• • • of the ceneral government. ff

57

As a result, even if the

government were to corne entirely into the hancl s of tfCa.tholics or
Jews or Universalists, t, they woul.C have no right to udenounce nor
to inconvenience" other denominations "by legislating according
to their own spec1.a.l religious notions."

58

Indeed, in the view

of the Bishop, tew, if any, of the States would have sufficient
power to implement the reforms envisaged by the evangelicals.

59

Bishop England's strictures on the evangelicals' morA.l reform
program might seem secularist tc in tendency tonay, but 1t should
be considered in terms of the social scene of over a century ago.
There still prevatled in American society a rather general adherence to natural lavJ, even among those \Tho were lOSing their
religious beliefs.

This adherence, felt England, would

sufficiently guarantee that degree of public morality which is
nece~sary

even for civil well-bei.ng and prosperity.

when he objected to

gove~nment

Furthermore,

enforcement of morality, he had in

mind, not so much that basic minimum code of morality, the
natural law, but those more detailed codes of conduct which were

57 Ibid •
58 Ibid ., 485.
59Ib1d ., t"78.

r...-----------.
strongly ba.sed upon

particula'~

denominational theologies.

He

seems to have felt that when the evangelicals spoke of morals
they had in m:inc1 a. stringent and extremely Protestant code such
as had prevail(;d in new England.

Such conception of the type of

morality to be enforced by government was objectionable because
sectarian, and dangerous because it could be exploited to gain
an ascendancy over the government.

"Give them exolusive

political power," writes England, "and then, of oourse, they will
use it for legislative purposes • • • •

The reform may indeed

commence at the post-office, but where is it to stop?"

60

60

Ibid., 469. "In 1810 an aot of Congress had provided that
post offices shoula open on every day that the mail arrived,
Sundays inoludeo. An organized attempt to block delivery of the
mails on Sunday got under way as early as 1814. During the
ensuing twenty years Congressional attention was directed to the
issue of the Sunday malls more than once. With Congressional
reiteration of the Sunnay mail legislation in 182; the controversy flared up anew. In 1828 a committee was organized in New
York which petitioned for the clOSing of the post office on
Sundays anr, the d iscontinua.nce of the Sunr1ay mails. Some 25,000
signatures were obtained to this ann similar memorials • • • • n
Stokes, II, 14. Since Charleston, S. C., was one ot the
petition centers Bishop r:nglam. 's attention must have been dra\\rtl
to the issue ear l y in the campaign. These petit1.ons were
referred to a Sena.te committee on post offices and Pf)S t roads
unner the chairmanship of Senator Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky.
In January, 1829, this committee reported unfavorably on the requests for discontinua.nce of the Sun(iay mails.
Johnson's report, terrneii by Stokes "the most noteworthy
religious-liberty statement of the Jaoksonian period," has a
special pertinence for us beoause many of the views 8ishop England expresse's in dealing with the Christian party in politics
greatly resemble ideas contained .11l Johnson t s report, and may have
been inspired by that report. "LA! Variety of sentiments, ff the
report opens, ttexists among • • • citizens • • • 'on the subject
of the Sabbath nay; and our Government is deSigner for the

protection of one as much as for another • • •• 'J1th these
religious views the committee are of the opinion that
Congress cannot interfere. It is not the legitimate province
of the Legislature .:to netermine "lhat religion 1s true or "rhat
1S false • • • • .0.11 citizens, no matter what their religio.n7
are alike entitled to protection frol:! the Government • • • •
The petitioners for Lthe d iscontinu/3,nce of the Sunflay 11'lail,i7
appear to be actuated from a religious zeal, which may be commendable if confined to its proper sphere; but they assume a
position better suited to an ecclesiastical than to a, civil
institution. They appes;.>, in many instances to lay it down as
an axiom, that the practice is a violation of the la . . 7 of God.
Shoulrt Cohgress, in thetr leg1slatt ve capacity, sdont the sentiment, it 'Would establish the prlnc1ple that the Legislature 1s a
nroper tribunal to netermlne what arE' the laws of God. It 'Would
tnvolve a legislative decision in a religious controversy, and
on a pOint in which gooo citizens may honestly (liffer in
opinion. • • • If this principle :i.5 once intro~uced, it will be
impossible to define its bounds • • • • "
F~tensive religious combinations to effect a political object
are, in the opinion of the committee, always dangerous. This
first effort of the kin(! oall~ for the establishment of a prinCiple, which in the opinion of the committee, would lay the
founoatinn for 0 emgerous innovations upon the spirit of the
const i tution, and it 1s to be ap~Jrehended that the future measures
of Government will be strongly marked, if not eVE'ntually controlled, by the saMe influence. All religious despotism commences
by cO"1bination and tnfluence; and when"that influence begins to
operate upon the political institutions of a country, the civil
power soon beno s unCleI' it • • • • tt
Nor can the committee discover where the system could conSistently end_. • •• He shall, if conSistent, proviCle for the
erection of LchurcheA7 • • • ann for the support of Christian
ministers, if we believe such meaSures wtll promote the interests
of Christianity. L:rhe committee is convlns,ec1 thnt the only way
to avoid these increaSing complications iJl/ to adhere strictly
to the spirit of the constitution which regards the General
Government in no other light than that of a c ivi 1 1nsti tution,
wholly oestitute of religious authority.
Let the National Legislature once perform an act which involves the decision of a religious controversy, and it will have
passed its legitimate bou~ls • • •• Our constitution recognizes
no other power than t.bat of n:"r~Ja8.sion for enforc:lng religious
observances • • • • LChrtst1ans.!l moral influence will • • • do
infini tely more to advance the true tnterests of religion" than
any measures "lhich they calIon Congress to enact • • • • f
~tokes, II, 15-16.
~ifferent
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By way of answer to his ovm question Btshop England reviews

the history of the Puritan enactments i'1. Connecticut and avers
that the present evangel teal campaign of reform will result in
the same type of legislation.

Quoting from the "ordinances Unc1 er

which the evangelicals formerly regulated the liberties of
Con.Ylecticut, n Bishop Lnglani! draws an l.maginar'T picture of the
sta.te of affairs which would exist shoulil the evangelicals ever
gain the power they seek over the federal government.
1s not "sound of faith'! will be able to hole office.

No one who
Once they

achieve the povler which "they calculate themselves upon acquiring
through the instrumentality of their associations • • • they
inevitably have the mora 1 power
tutional."

61

0

~nll

f making this provision consti-

Then they will revive the penalty for voting for

persons disapproved by them; for the first such offense the
puni.shment will be a fine, for the second, disenfranchisement.
The transition will br' easy from veto over canc'!idates to the
enactment that ttNo one shall be a freeman or give a vote unless
he be converted, or a member of one of the churches

62

allo'\oJed • • • • tI

Not only would Catholics be bannE::d if the

evangelica.ls were to COMe to power, but other PrC'testants would
have much to fear.

6~vorks,
62l'Q1Q..

Anglicans had been proscribed in Connecticut,

IV, 470.

r.----------.
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whi.le Quakers han been r1enien t'le right to vote, even the right
to live in peace.

63

"The same restless spirit, the same grasping

ambition, the same sect£!rian domination • • • will urge them to
proceed; and they will re-enact that 'No food and lodging shall
.... 64
be a fr or d e~,~ to a Quaker • • • or other here t1.c.

E ng 1a n d end s

63.i:!!nglann was familiar with the contention tha,t the variety
of sects in America ruled out the pos~tbility that anyone sect
could usurp control over the national government; the argument
le:ft hi.m unconv5.ncen. "",Jhe-r.l it is sair that the variety of sects
precludes the possibility of usurpation, I cl;;~ led to consult my
experience rath'E'r then my imagi nntion. I know many villages,
especially in our Southem States, in which at their origin, the
inhabitants were of varioUS Protestant sects, and I may • • • saYt
generally evangelical. Neither the numbers nor the means of the
sects warranted the erect ion of separa te churchf~s and the maintenance of di:fferent settled pastors; they united their efforts to
builC' a CO"1!l1on church, in which the pastors of e.ll woul~ have
equal rights. They went on harmoniously for a time, and each
pastor, as he visiten, waS wf"lcomea to the church; but year after
yea.r ')egan to give a greater Singleness of character to the
trustees; though the church 1das open to (liv(~rs :preach~'rs, yet he
,LWhsil WP.s taught in accorfl with the great body of the trus1iees, .
ahlays had a prefereYlce, and occasionally a stipen(~. His serVices
were more frequent; he then becam.§, a reSident; and he appea.red
statedly in the pulpit • • • • LThe other pe.stor!,7 could no'" seldom. rin~ an opportunity of holding forth, save on some week-nay,
and not always then. Disgusten, fltsapPointed, ane! uniformly outvoted, the few dissident trustees resign~d • • •• The board of
trustees was now ftlled up, ann they "rere for th~ first tine, all
members in accord vJith the preacher • • • • I could reckon up
severfl.l churches whose history is hArf.' nesc:-i bed, and a lmnst in
every instance they have fallen into the han~s of one sect, and
that the one which most freque~tly put forward the fact of the
d1 versity of sects • • • as the guarantee • • • of equal rights
• • • •n
Ibid., 471.
'

64

~., 471.

III

his hL.;torica.l argument t'lith a catalogue of the nuritanical provisions of the blue cont'S t warning that all these ".rill return if
the evangelical progra.m of reform materializes.
Realizing the

sensatio~al

65

ring which his charges against the

Christian party in politics might have, Bishop England reminded
hi s res.ners of the meteoric rtse of the PresbyteT'ians to pm-rer in
Englano tm4'ard

t~e

e~d

of the reign of Charles I.

The evangeli-

cals, he feared, 1,rere of essentially the same spirit, and 'I1!ould,
if given the pm-ler, revert to type.

In 1645

am

1646, he reminds

his readers, thE: Presbyterians were already oamning religious
toleration, even before they had attained complete control over
Parliament.

r'Toleration," he quotes fro'11 one of the ir works,

"was the appointing a city of refUge in men's consciences for the
Devil to fly to; a

toler~tion

murther of all others."
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of soul murther, the greatest

England then goes on to quote tohe1r

general doctrine on Church-State relations as
Cartwright.

e~pressed

by John

"LiYrinces must remember to subject themselves to

the church, anrl to submit their scepters • • • before the

65

"I would a~k whether any civl1ize~ nation, except unoer the
dominion of this sect, ever subrni tted to such a code?" ~. t

472.
66Bishop England g1 ves as his reference Bennet, ~ntrodu£torI
.tQ ARr~d gement .Q!. th$t !Qnd on Cases, 6.

r
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church • • •

Juxtapose

~~th

the present compla:l.nts of the

this statement, says England,

evangeli~als

that the tnfidels

apparently claim exclusive right to reign in the political vorld
and that the ordinances of the Church are

disreg~rded

at large,

and the conclusion is obvious.
It is this theocratic element, so central to the creed of
the Calvinist sects, that England hits heavily.

For, as he shows

the confessions of numerous American Protestant Churches contain
and inculcate the same outlook on Church-State relations as that
which gave rise to the Puritan regimes in England and in New
England.

Absolutely basic to the evangelistic approach to Church

State relations is the iree. that it is "the duty of the civil
68
magistrate to protect the church of our common Lord. tt
This is
the attitude toward government, observes England, "which was
preached in so many parts of Europe·
denominations • • • • ,,69

by the churchmen of

al~

The use of the epithet, "European,"

67Wor ks, IV, 473. Cartwright is considered a key thinker in
the evolution of the Puritan approach to Church-State relations
by Sa.nford Cobb, The Rise .Q! Eeligious Libertz (New York, 1902).
For a resume of the various confessions of the Protestant
denominations cf. ~., 45-52.

6Bwork,~, IV, 480-L Quoted from "the confession of fnith of
the Presbyterian Church • • • chapter xxiii. s.rtlc1e iii."
69,bid.,479. England atios: "It is not my business to
examine. here ho'\t1 far thts ml ght or might not have been the duty 0
any European or other government. I merely content myself "71th
denying tha.t such a power has been given to the Congress of the
Un! ted States." Our American inst 1tut ions aT e so different that
no analoEY with European situations can tell us anything about
the powers of the American government. ,bid., 481.

r
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is to be noted.

American nattonalism Was still waxing strong at

this peri or"! , and all that
taste and r"!istrust.

waS

European was looked upon \-lith dis-

The ter1t1 w,s constantly being applied

opprobriously to Cfltholicisrn.

Eneland justifies the use of the

epithet in connection with Protestant policy on Church-State
relations, by showing that the creeds of the evangelical sects
are not only European in origin, but ttEuropeanff in outlook, and
in their tendency to result in theocracy.

The texts of Scripture,

he notes, which are quoted to .1 us tl fy the Cr.rl vinist approach to
Church-State relations Hare precisely the same which in E:urope,
the advocates of the

~ivine

right of kings have adduced to sustain

their position; and they are equally inapplicable in one case
70
as in thA other • • • .n
The basic Church-State platform of the Calvinist denominati ons 1.s to be foo.n(!, jUshop Bngland reels, in a statement "in
the Confession of Faith of the Presbyterian Church.

"LA7s nurSing

fathers it is the duty of clvil magistrates to protect the church
of our common

Lor(~.

71

tt

\-lhi1e there is one sense in which this

statement is unobjectionable, the interpretation given it by the
Presbyterians is unsatisfactory.

According to this interpretatio

continues the Bishop, quoting from the

70 Ibid ., 480-481.

71
l.!:!1!l., 481.

same

Confession,

HGod

hath
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ordained the civil magistrate to be unc1 e1' him, over the people,
72
for his o'Wn. glor't ani! the public good. t1
Now, as the promoter
of God's glory, the magistrate must use his legislative power to
maintain piety.

It is wi t'i-[ tho notion of piety

tation that the problem lies.

am

it!:'l interpre-

The false assumption that the civil

mgistrates have the r:1uty to be nurslng fathers to the Church
is common to the Associate, the Scotch, and the Reformed Churches,
as well as the Presbyterian Church.

Thus, the Dutch Reformed

Church in article XXXVI of her Confession of Faith elucidate.
this injunction by enumerating the duties of the civil magistrate
toward the Church:

"to protect the holy church service; to pre-

vent and extirpate • • • all false worship; to destroy the
king00n of the anti-Christ • • • and to take care that God may be
,
73
honoured and worshipped by everyone as he commands.·t
It is
here that the chief problem with the Eivangelicals lies.

Fqr, to

ensure that men 'Wor.::;hip God as He command s, 1.s to go beyond. the
role of mere protector of Church liberti as, for the Calvinist
confessions construe the instruction--"putting no hindrance in
the way of God's law"--to mean a positive ncarrying into
execution among other sects

Lof AI

construction which some pre ....

eminent rel:i.gious societies m:ight give to the divine

72~b1d. t 480.
73 Ib!ii., 4 81.
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,,1"+

law • • • •
For the "true intent a.nd meantng" of the divine
law "are plainly exhibiteo in the instructions and ori!inances of
the Levangelica17 church of Christ" in the view of the evangelicals.

75
It is true that there are pro vi sions 1. n the Protestant con-

fessions guaranteeing religi ous Ii berty.

The Presbyterian Con-

fession,for example, provides that the civil magistrates should
protect the Church "without giving the preference to any denomination of Christ tans above the rest, in such a mannf>r, that all
ecclesiastical persons whatever shall enjoy the full, free and
unquestionAd liberty of discharging every part of their sacred
functions without violence or danger."

76

However, it is evident

from other clauses in this Confession, that this is not quite
the sweeping guarantee it seems to be.

For catholics aTe in no

way recognized as a denomination of Cbrtstians having a claim
to the magistrates' proteotion.
the Confession,

C~tholics

Indeed, in another article of

are expressly reprobated as members of

the anti-Christ and subjeots of the "Beast."

Supposing for the

sake of argument, hO'l,<lever, that Catholics could be said to be
protected by this clause, what, then, are we to make of the
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evangelicals' attack on the Cathol tc Church and the i1" demands for
its repression in the United States?

Pursuing this point, England

finds that the last clause of thts arti.cle in the Confession
guaranteeing religious lIberty reads:

If

It is the cuty of the

civil magistrates to protect the person ant. gooc name of all
their

peopl(~

in such an effectual manner, as that no person be

suffered, either on pretence of religion or infidelity, to offer
any indignity, violence, abuse or injury to any other person • • •
and to take

oroer, that all religious and ecclesiastical assem-

blies be held ,,,i thout molestation or d ist'ln" bance."

77

Therefore,

if there 1s any complaint of remissness to be maoe against the
off!c1als of the federal government, 1. t 1s that they have failed
to take steps, not against drunkards and "subjects of the Beast,"
but against "the calumny and vi tuperance of the saints" who
classify Catholics with drunkards and blasphemers and

accus~

them

falsely of plotting against the liberties of the Republic.
Apparently, says England, the function of the magistrflte as
"nursing father" has been given an ambiguous l.nterpretati rm by
the evangelicals.

For purposes of propaganda the magistrate in

the Calvinist state is pictured as the guarantor of religious
minority rights; in aotual practice he turns out to be a seotarian
prose lyt izer •

77~., 482....483.
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Bishop England concludes that it is no matter of astonishment
"that persons who believe as an article of faith, that the civil
magistrate has the power here described, and is bound

by

his

office to act as has been indicated, should rind fault with
government officials for not extirpating Catholicism.

His inves-

tigation of the con.fessional basis of the evangelical part)"
platform shows a fundamental disharmony between the tendencies ot
this platform and the provisions of the American Constitution on
Church-8tate relations.

Far from considering government officials

to be "nursing fathers" to the Church, the people of the United
States refused to give the government any power with regard to
religion.

Far trom enforcing "piety" as uI¥ierstood by the con-

feSSion of any Single Church, "the principle of our government
is, that each denomination 1s to follow its own interpretation,
and government is not to interfere with them in their const,ructicn,
nor place any • • • hindrance to the:tr own observance of that law
so interpreted, n so long as public order is not violated. 78
However, for a member of one denomination to tell the civil
magistrate, for example, that God "forbids his transmitting the
mail-bag on a particular day, and entrusting it to be so conveyed by another • • • and declare to that magistrate that he 18

r
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gui.lty o.f a high crlme, and violation of the law of

Goo, ann

that

his human law is therefore to be nullified, as being in violation
of the constitution of Jesus Christ:
his sphere

. . . -"

this sectarian goes out of

Such a positi.on is as extreT11e as that of

the Jew or Seventh-Day Baptist "who shoul<1 insist on the legislatol
follmving his interpretation of the divine law • • • and force
the evangelical saint to travel with Lthe mail? on the Lord's

,,79
.ay_
D
From the first Bishop England recognized the peculiar
character of the American religious scene and attempten to accommo·
(late his thought to the unique Church-State relationship wh.ich
resulted.

The Church-5tate arrangement provided by the Constitu-

tion he considered an ideal solutinn to a complex situation.

That

arrangement, as Bishop England interpreted it, was not atheism on
the part of t he federal government, btitmerely a precision .,on its
part from committing itself at all on religious questions.
Sufficient prov:J.s ion wouln be mane for religion by the people as
private citizens, \·,hile the states conIC! protect am encourage
the morality of the natural law. 80
The granting of full religious liberty to Cp.thol1cs, he
asserted, in answer to a common Protestant attack, had neither

79 lhiil ., 483, 484.
80

Ibid., 486.
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endangered the growing trfldition of separation of Church and
State t nor the religious liberttes of American Protestants.
Neither the political freedom. of Catholics nor their national
loyalty had been compromised by their allegiance to Horne, for the
jurisdiction of Church and Pope were closely and clearly limited
to the sphere of the spiritual.

81

Neither did Protestants have

anything to fear from Catholics in the future.

So long as the

requisite majority of Americans remained satisfied with the
existing constitutional arrangement of Church-State relations,
Catholics Must ann would 0utifully abine by that arrangement.
And should the oay C01:1e when

were tn the vast majority

Catho~ics

in America, they \-IOuld do well to retain that arrangement.
So far as Catholic ism itself

'Wfl 5

82

concerneC!, Bishop England felt

that the American system of Church-State relati.ons had enabled
the Church to flourish as it never flourished before, and with a
"
"

healthy independence that it had rarely known.

In 1839, even in

the midst of gro'"rfng manifestations of Protestant hostility, he
described thts syaten of Church-5tate relations 'Wi t;t an obvious
sense of satisfaction:

LThe stateJ7 not only did not give tl~ general government any authority in religious concerns, but expressly
stipulated that'Congrr!ss shall make no law respecting

81~., III, 176.
82Ibip., IV, 459.
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the establishment of religion, or prohtbtting the !'ree
exercise thereof.' Thus, Whatever authority a governr:1ent
may rightfully possess in this respect, resides in the
several stAte sovereigntips; and in fact, they all at
present act u:)on the pri.nciple of the above prohibitory
enactment. The state cloes not then interfere with
religion, '''hich it cons 1fers to be the concern of each
inr1ivtf!ual in his priVEts capacity • • • • The state 83
also consiners relig! on to be usefnl to society • • • •
Accordingly, the state grants religious groups the rie;ht to draw
up consti tuti ons a.n(l by-la'""s and "it recognIzes thetr force
w1.thin that body."

Should litigatton arise, the courts "govern

their decisions bv the constitution and by-laws of the
Lreligious society Itsel17, provined these laws be not incompatihle with the 1a,,!s of tlle particular state or .of the United
States. tt

84

Under such a, system of la',1, Catholics without diffi-

culty can "voluntarily bind themselves • • • to maintain and
observe the wh01e noctrine

an~

discipline of their church ••

In conclUSion, Bishop gngll'.nd writes that he

(1o~s

not knmll" "any

syster: more favorablA to the security of religious rights • • •
than that of the American law • • •• I prefer :i.t to the la,w of
86
almost every Catholic country with "Thich I am acquainte<'9."
Bishop England lived to see a decided change in the trend of
Church-State relations in the United

-------83Ibic'i ."

?!1Q-2QO.

84Ibid., 290.
85'Ib1d., 289.

86l!2JS.

State~.

The Era of Good
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Feeling during v.rhich he had COMe to America hR.d exte\'¥led even to
the s?here of religion.

But, after 1820 the friendliness and

broadmindedness of many American Protestants gave way to the
influence of a revitalized

am

agressive Protestantisln v-lhich

manifested itself in a series of puritanical movements for reform
and in anti-Catholic outbursts.

The single voice of a John

quincy Adar:s publtcly attacking CatholicisM in l82l--ano ans,,,ered
i.,r1th a rebuttal in the very halls of Congress by Bishop England-han by the end of the 1830 's s\vo11en into a ~horus of evangelical

demagogues and bigots.

The opttmism of EnglanCI's panegyric of

American Protestants to 0' Gonnell in 1825, v,1i th its bentgn apology
for their inherited, but nnintenCled, hostility to CatholiCism,
changer! in the 1830'f, to a groitring impatience "lith the gro'.d.ng
t:1de of Protestant vituperation and misrepresentation.

Describing

condition::> toward the end of his life:. tn 1841 he writes:

"We

"

have seen in later t:trnes a disposi t:ion to forget the great
lesson •

• •

inculcated

Lb·\,

the Consti tution and Bill of Rlehts

in their provisions for religtous tolera.t:ton and separation of
Church and stat,i7, and to revert to a persecnt lng spirt t • • • •
It is a spit'it which • • • induces mutual mistrus t.
graft itself upon political

feelj~g

It may even

or pertisanshlp--it may cause

political principles to be blended with religious distinction-and then uc have at once a union of chur ch and state, the

r
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antagonist of civil liberty."

87

Gut Bish0D England 0id not despair for the future.

Equality

beforp the la,v! hac been attained, an achievement vrhich \-7ould not
easily bf} nullifie0.

Cath'1lics "have pens:

let them be used,

not to vilify othe rs, but to d sfanC! theMselves; they have rights,

let them be asserted.
patience.

But it will require time, exertion, and

Let LCatholici7 be devoted as they should be, and

truth and justice must be successful.
favorable • • •

Already the omens are

tW./e shall have affection, 1:md charity, and

lust1ce, succeed ing to hatred, and bigotry, aOO oppression."

87.Illi., VII, 72-73.

88l.!U9..,

V,

74.

88
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

This study has examined the contribution which Bishop England
made to American Catholic literature dflaling 1;1i th issues of Church
and State, a literature which was called forth by the very circumstances unner "Thich the American Church received its freedom and
under ,,'hich it'lllas long to exist.

England wrote with varying

degrees of thoroughness upon a variety of Church-Btate topics,
among them religious toleration, religious intolerance, religious
persecution, union of Church and State, separation of Church and
State, papal deposing power, and papal supremacy in ma.tters
spiritual.

Although he frequently treated these issues from both
..

a theoretical and an h:lstorical point of view within the same
work, this study has given separate consideration to his 'Work on
Church-State issues from each of these two angles.
Approaching the question of religious toleration and
religious intolerance, from the theoretical point of vieit!,
Bishop Englana founn justification for religious intolerance in
the fulfillment of three conditions:

infallible certitude that

the system to be enforced is the one true religious system
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revealed by God; almost complete religious unanimity of government ann people on religion, and the s.hsence of any sizeable,
organized body of dissenters; and popular consent of the government's pursuing a policy of reltgious intolerance.
Of these conditions the third is the most intriguing because
of the role it gives to the popular will in the justificat1.on of
religious intolerance.

And, since one of the foremost types of

union of Church and State involves governmental enforcement of
religious conformity, Bishop England would be introducing the
element of popular approval into the question of union of Church
and State.
It is the first of the three above-mentioned conditions
which is the most important, ann the one which should be kept in
mind when est1.mating the justice of England 's strictures on
Protestant intolerance, and his seemf.ng blindness to Cs.tho1ia
'.

intolera...nce.

Grant his contention that only a religious system

grounded on infallible certitude may be enforced by government,
and you must grant the legitimacy of intolerance on the part of
Catholic nations, while all justification is stripped from
Protestant attempts, past, present, and future, to enforce
religious conformity.
Finally, it is worthy of note that the principles which
Bishop England invokerl to arraign the injustice of Protestant
intolerance, and to justify historical Catholic intolerance, did
not, at the same time, commit the Church to insist in the present

l2~

or future that Catholic governments adopt a policy of religiOUS
intolerance.

This Was important, for Bishop Englann personally

was convinced that religious toleration was the better policy,
so long as it did not lead to anarchy or to the destruction of
public morality.

Schemes involving government enforcement of

religious conformity almost invariably, he felt, v.rorken to the
detriment of religious purity, an0 often enough to the positive
harm of the Church.
In the course of his treatment of government policy of
enforcing religious conformity Bishop Englann had admitted that,
where all the prescrihed conditions are fulfilled, the religious
oissenter might be obliged to conform or leave the community.
But he denied that government or any insti tut ion on eart'l had
the power to inflict further temporal punishments for purely
religious error.

Making due

allowanc~

for that twilight

a~ea

where religious error has social repercussions, England denied
that past or present Church doctrine countenanced persecution of
religious non-conformists by the government.

This denial he

reinforced through his discussions of the Church's record on this
score.

1tlhile he candidly admitted that history did exhibit a few

cases of Crtholic governments persecuting dissenters for which
no defense could be mace, be denied that such rare cases reflected
the true minn or the Church, and interpreted them rather as
politically-motivated intrUSions by government into the purely
religious sphere.

The relat tve rarity of such instances be took
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as proof of his contention that Cathnlicism

(l

religious persecution.

agai~st

The best preventive

id not countenance
the

reCl~rence

of such unfortunate cases was to 0eny government any connection
with the enforcement of religious observance.

Any other policy

was very likely to have a corrupting influence upon religious
sincerity.
Union of Church and State is a term which in the writings
of Bishop Englanr may refer to either of two situations.

In one

form the governMent obligates itself to give special recognition
to a particular Church, sometimes to the Doint of subsidizing
that Church and

e~forcing

conformity to its creed, a type of

union which England shows can be legitimate.

The looser form of

union includes any schene' which WOUld make any Church or group of
denominations dependent upnn government, particularly for support
of the clergy.
It is clear tha,t 3ishop Englann consioeren neither type of
union in any light other than tha,t of historically evolved expedients, which enjoyed no more than a pragmati.c sanction.
England's own position on union of Church and State was one of
briefly, but most emphatically, declared opposition.

Separation--

and by separation he had in mind an arrangement such as that
obtaining' in America whereby government rematned friendly to'llJard
religion but took no steps to support it 0irectly--had his
approval as the arrangement best calculated to protect the
legitimate rights and interests of both Church and State.

\-fuile

'III"
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he was ready and able to

defen~

the justice ana right of the

Church's past practice of union '<lith the State, all his sympathy
for the present and future lay with the American experiment of
separation of Church and State.

HO\fflVer, it was on the reasons

behind his preference that England expressed himself most fully.
The strongest arguments against union lie in the evil effects to
which it has so frequently given rise in the past.

Politics and

religion are too often confused, ano a program of politicallyinspired persecution can easily result.

The Church, having become

an avenue to political power, 1s weakened ann corruntea by adventurers ane politicians turned cleric.

The common people lose

their strongest protection against despotic government when
their clergy loses

its

sufficient proof, felt

financi~.l
Englan~,

independence.

The all-

of the good that results from a

friendly separation of Church aM State ts to be found in 'Ghe
thriving condition of Catholicism in America, a condition unmatched by that of Catholicism anywhere else in the ,,,arId.
Solicitous for the rights of the State as he was for the
rights of the Church, England discussed possible threats to the
State' s legitimate freedot:'! from un('ue Church interference,
part·icularly the dangers sup-')osedly inherent in Catholicism.
One source of rlanger lay in the alleged power of the Pope to
depose temporal rulers.

That the Church did not consit'er the

Pope as vested by divine commission with such a power, England
on several occasions took opportunity to explain, gOing into an
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account ot the positive origin of this power in medieval practice
and denying it any significance in his own flay.

More plausible

was the threat to the State's legitimate independ.ence which many
claimed to discern in the spiritual allegiance in which the Pope
held all his spiritual sUbjects.

England met this difticulty by

sharply demarcating the claims of papal authority to the
strictly spiritual realm,

am

by categorically denying the binding

force of this authority if used for purposes of political interference.

But it was not with Catholicism that the real threat to

the rightful inrlependence of the State lay in America, he claimed.
Rather it was with the theocratic Calvinist sects, and particularly with the Christian party in politics, and its program that
tended to bring the national government under the tutelage of a
vociferous Protestant bloc.
History both inspired and supported England's views oq
Church-State issue s.

In large measure the se views were expre ssed

as a part of his historical apologetics, a field which England
dominated in the period between Carroll and the days of Purcell
and Hughes.
History showed union of Church and State as originating in
expediency; as eventually working greater evil than good in the
Church; as prevalent in Europe during the Ages of Faith, and with
justification, but continued into the era of the \;ars of Religion, without justification; as espoused by both the rising
ProtestantisM and the rising despotisms; as the worse of two

,
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courses open to the Church in the present ann in the future.
H1story showed persecut10n as the fate, not the policy of
the ear11est Church; as not at any t1me an injunct10n of Catho11c
doctrine; as often the result of union of Church and State and a
polit1cal weapon in the hands of the latterf as a tamiliar instrument of Protestant governments and Churches.
History was used by Bishop Englann to demo11sh the myths and
silence the slogans of the Protestant apologetic.

He pOinted to

Great Britain and to the Lutheran countries where the State had
long since swallowed up the Church; he pOinted to the strongholds
of

C~lvintsm,

where theocracy had annihilated political freedom--

exposing the myth of Protestant1sm, the cradle of separation ot
Church and State.

He pOinted to Protestantism's persecut10n ot

Cathoilcism 1n Germany, the Low Countries, Scandinavia, Great
Br1tain, and the Brtttsh colonies 1n 'America; to the persecut10n
"

which one Protestant sect or bloc had practiced upon another-silencing the slogan of Protestantism, as champion of religious
liberty and of freedom of conscience.
Bishop England was a born democrat 1n the best sense of the
term, and, as such, his devot1on to America, the most democratic
nation on eart!'1 was strong.

He had an equally deep allegiance

to the Church and 1ts teachings, an unfaltering devotion to Its
interests, so that the sight of this Church and its interests
flourishing as nowhere else in the world encouraged his
enthusiasm for the nation and the system

un~er

unbound~d

which such
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prosperity 'Was possible.

No doubt it

W8.S

the experiences ot

England's first years in America Which proved to be formative ot
hts whole subsequent attitude toward his adopted nation ann its
institutions, an attitude of admiration wh1.ch not even the dark
da,.. of the Protestant Crusade were to destroy_

England had

entered America 1n the closing days of the Era of Good Feeling,
when vocal anti-Gatho1icism was far less in evidence than was
Protestant expansiveness and liberality toward Catholicism, and
he was accorded a reoeption by Protestants as well as Catholics
truly remarkable in view of the historic attitude ot Protestant
America toward the Church.

It was an attitude which his knowledge

of British policies in Ireland readily enabled him to appreciate,
and an attitude which his study of American religious history
quiokly speller! out in great detail.

The miserable status ot

American Cptholicism in colonial times held a peculiar tasc.1nation tor Bishop England, no doubt because he saw in it the price
with which Catholicism'S freedom in his own day had been dearly
bought.

At the Same time he evinced a cool and detached apprecia-

tion of the Protestant magnanimity involved in granting

tolerati~

In his works occur some of the earliest expressions of viewpoints
which were to become classical in the Catholic interpreta.tion ot
American history--Maryland's primacy of honor as a pioneer in
establishing religious freedom; the anti-Catholic motiva.tion
which was partly responsible for the Revolutionl recognition ot
the peripheral Catholic contribut 1.ons to early American culture.
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Knowing as he

~ld

the staying-power of the old prejudices,

the recurring outbref·ks of the l831')'s rHn not take Bishop England
by surprise.

The inherent tendency of these outbursts, however,

he dtd view as serious.

The whole trend of Protestant anti-

Cptholic demonstrations pOinted to a renewal of persecution.
Nowhere was this more obvious, he felt, than in the nature and
aims of the Christian party in politics.

Calvinistic in origin

and character, the Christian party in politiCS, despite all
attempts to enlist broad Protestant support, was intended to
exercise a narrow, sectarian veto over political candinates, and
eventually to bring the national government unc1er its tutelage,
at the same time that it worked for the nation-wide proscriptIon
of Catholicism.

His indictment of this movement found con-

temporaries outside the Church who concurred in the strietures
levelled against the Chris tian party in '"polit ics, while the"
alarming success which political Nativism subsequently enjoyed
showed that Bishop England's charges were not far oft the mark.
It Bishop England

Wee

ready to indict the anti-Catholic move-

ments of his own day for the impact they might have in the area
of Church-State relatiOns, he

WaS

equally anxious to remove all

unnecessary causes of Protestant-Catholic friction, and, to his
minn, one of the foremost of these causes WaS the needless
foreignism of the American Church.

This conviction can be seen

behind his fight for a native clergy and hierarchy for the United
States.

It likewise helps to explain his eagerness to express
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publicly bis devotion as a Catholic bishop to America and its
institutions.

This outspoken devotion strongly foreshadowed

England t $ far better known successor in the hierarchy, James
Cardinal Gibbons.
England and Gibbons loom large in the American Catholic
literature on Church and State, a li terature

'Whi~h

began almost

immediately after independence had been achipved, with the work
of John Carroll, and has grow to the present time t the creat ion
of the most illustrious names in American Catholicism--Carroll,
Gallitzin,

Engla~t

Purcell, Hughes, Brownson, Hecker, Ireland,

Gibbons.
Although any attempt to make a final evaluation of Carroll's
contribution to this

lite~'ature

must await the full publication

of his works, certa,in conclusions seem warranted on the basis ot
present information.

It is clear that'" Carroll attempted to. meet

the overwhelmingly Protestant nation of his day at least half-way
in the area of Church-State relations.

Cprroll's "patriotism,

breadth, and character • • • probably did as much as anything
else to create a more favorable public attitude during the first
t~'o-

decades of the new century."

1

He praised the liberality ot

his countrymen in granting Catholics religious liberty, although
he considered this liberty thetr due in justice.

!stokes, I, 800.

He praised the

I'

I
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American system of separation of Church and Sta.te, although he
considere~

it as but a temporary expedient, justified only by the

mixed religious character of the nation.

But with Catholicism

in America until so recently suspect and despised, am sti 11 faced
with the prejudice of generations, Carroll was understan1ably
reluctant to indulge in any unnecessary discussion of ChurchState topics.

Silence remained the surest preservative ot

Catholicism's hard-won liberties in America.
While the same reticence is noted in the early works ot
Gallitzin, he did strike a note generally missing in Carroll--a
confidence, born of experience, in the future of Catholicism'.
rights 1n America.

His w.ritings which appeared before 1820 were

sparing in their comment on Church-8tate topics, content with
praising the American system of graating toleration to all, hoping
that this toleration would continue,

and

treating briefly t·he

question of Dapal supremacy and its effect on the political freedom of Catholics.

But in Gallitzin's later works, in 1834 and

later, Church-Btate issues enjoyen greater prominence, perhaps
not untouched by the influence of Bishop England's thought.

How-

ever, these writings nid not become milestones in the American
Catholic literature on Church and State, partly because Gs.llitzin
enjoyed none of the prominence of a John England, but mainly
because for a decaoe anO a half prior to 1834 England had been
dealing with Church-StAte topics \-lith a breadth which overshadowed the best of Gallitzin's work.

Only in his personal

r

recollections of the Church-State relations obtaining in his
native part of Europe did Gallitzin improve substantially upon
England's contribution.
Bishop England's place in this American Catholic literature
on Church ant! State is a major one.
Church is for the first time
American idea.

ma~e

It is with Englarrl that the

to seem fully at home With the

No American Catholic churchman in a position of

his responsibility had hitherto written on so wide a range of
Church-Btate topics, nor with such obvious s7lllpathy for the
American experiment.

It can truthfully be said that his was the

pioneer exposition of many of the Church-State attitudes which
later were given such prominence by Cardinal Gibbons and hi.
admirers.

England's Church-Btate views were not theoretical in

origin, and, if he, and others like him, exalt the American system of Church-8tate relations to a

de~ree

that seems to run

counter to the classical theological pOSition on the question,
it was only because they were most impressed by practical results
and the contrast between the results of the American system and
the results of what England termec'! "European mO<1es" of ChurchState relations was so strongly in favor of the former.
true that

th1~

It 1s

outspoken admiration for American institutions

caused uneasiness in some quarters of the American hierarchY, and
perhaps, f'eels Guilc'lay, with some justification.
2

Guilday, England tIl, 477.

2

Certainly, at

r
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times England's positions--e.g. the role he assigns popular
approval as a condition for justifying governmental enforcement
of religious conformity, and his unqualified oPPosition to union
of Church and State to the point where he seems to consic1er
separation as preferable to union--would seem to invite further
consideration in the light of traditional theology.

No one who

reads England.'s works to any degree could fail to be convinced
of his desire, above all, to remain complete ly within the bouMs
of Catholic orthodoxy; whether or not he succeeded when discussing Church-State topics is a question 1tJhich is beyond the scope
of the present study.
Bishop England's "'ritings on Church and State were graced by
many of those qualities which had helped elevate

h~,m

to a positto

of intellectual leEldership among the American Catholics of his
generation.

He was a man who not only possessed unmistakaple

talents as a writer and a speaker, but one who also had the
energy to utilize these talents tirelessly for the advance of the
Church in America.

"It is no exaggeration to say that no member

of the American hierarchy before or since his day wrote upon

80

many themes and with such uniform scholarship and brilliancy.
He '\Tote with uncommon ease, from a mind well-stocked with
ecclesiastical literature, and with a profound knowledge of the
,,3 These intellectual qualities
Fathers and of history

• • ••

3ll2J..s!., 4o,.
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were admIrably complemented by the liberal-mindedness, the
intellectual honesty, and the courage which charaoterized him.
These were qualities which lett their mark even on his approach
to Church-State issues, 8.l'lrl the frankness and courage of his
treatment of such delicate chapters in the Churoh's history as
the lelislation of the Fourth Lateran Council with which he dealt
in his "Address Before Congress" have been the subject ot remarks
4by historians who have written of him.
American Catholic disoussion of Chut"ch and State did not
terminate with Bishop England.

The areas which he had marked

out for discussion were broadened by his successors, and the
discussion progressively deepened.

From Purcell and Hughes oame

works of historical apologetics which were "among the most

,

valuable in the English language," and successful to a remarkable
degree.

Hughes t'nrthermore faced Chnrch-State issues tar "more

concrete than England ever met, and waS forced to decisions Which
were to leave an enduring imprint on Church-State policies in the
United States for years to come.
quarter of the century Brownson

Toward the middle and' third
carrie~

the subject beyond the

meager bounds of apologetics, and pursued it

~1ith

the abstraction

4~., 54; Stokes, It 513.
'Peter Guilday, "Historians in the American Hierarchy,"
Ahe Ecclesi!stical Review, XC!I (February 193,), 115.
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of a political philosopher.

In the present century Gibbons ex-

tended a powerful patronage

and new dignity to many of England',

most oherlsheo opinions on the subject.

But it men such as these made sUbstantial additions, Bishop
England remains the outstanding founding contributor to the
American Catholic literature on Church and State.

Some may have

broached the subject before him, but he first opened it wide to
a probing discussion, realistic enough to see in it a problem
which would not brook postponement; farSighted enough to attempt
to accommodate the Church, if possible, to the obvious direction
of history, at a tiMe when most churchmen were content loudly
to lament the passing of the old order.

For the pioneer writings

which came from his hann on Churoh and State topiCS alone John
England would deserve the praise of a century ago when he was
hailed as perhaps the first "to give Catholicity a literature and
"

a statuI in the United States."

,
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